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THE NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY
OF PHILADELPHIA

The Numismatic Society of Philadelphia (the first society

of the kind in the United States), founded December 28, 1857,

was incorporated by an act of the General Assembly of Pennsyl-

vania, approved on the 19th day of February, A.D. 1858 (Pam-

phlet Laws for 1858, p. 68). The name of the Society was

changed to The Numismatic and Antiquarian Society of Phila-

delphia, by an Act of the General Assembly of Pennsylvania,

approved on the 23rd day of March, A.D. 1865 (Pamphlet Laws
for 1865, p. 654).

Stated meetings are held in January, February, March, April,

November and December of each year. At these meetings papers

are read (frequently illustrated by stereopticon views), and coins

and objects of antiquarian interest exhibited. The Proceedings

are published every third year.

Resident members pay an initiation fee of $5 and an annual

contribution fee of $5. The latter is due on the first of January

of each year. Life membership in the Society may be secured

by the payment of $50.

MEDALS OF THE SOCIETY

The Society has issued the following medals since its foun-

dation :

Joseph J. Mickly, President 1858-1867

Eli K. Price, President 1867-1884

Daniel G. Brinton, President 1884-1899

Charles E. Dana, President 1904-1914

The dies of the above, with the exception of those of the Price

medal, are in the possession of the society. A few specimens of

these medals (except the Price) remain on hand and may be

obtained from the Curator of Numismatics.

The first three medals were struck at the U. S. Mint in this

city. The last by Joseph K. Davison’s Sons, Inc., of Philadelphia.

For biographical sketches of the artists designing above

medals see Vol. 28, pages 254, etc.

For descriptions and illustrations of the seals of the Society

see Vol. 28, page 253, and Vol. 30, page 73.
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1925

OFFICERS

President

DAVID MILNE

Vice-Presidents

JOHN F. LEWIS ELI KIRK PRICE
JOHN W. TOWNSEND F. D. LANGENHEIM

Recording Secretary

Corresponding Secretary

Treasurer

Historiographer

Curator of Numismatics

Curator of Antiquities .

.

Librarian

ERNEST SPOFFORD
RICHARD PETERS, JR.

WEBSTER K. WETHERILL
HENRY P. BUSCH
F. D. LANGENHEIM
HARROLD E. GILLINGHAM
W. W. LONGSTRETH

Committees

COMMITTEE ON NUMISMATICS

JOHN REILLY, JR.
EDWARD HOOPES
JOHN D. McILHENNY

COMMITTEE ON PUBLICATION

F. D. LANGENHEIM
RICHARD PETERS, JR.

ERNEST SPOFFORD

COMMITTEE ON LIBRARY

DR. THOMAS H. FENTON
WEBSTER K. WETHERILL
J. HENRY SCATTERGOOD

COMMITTEE ON GENEALOGY

JOHN F. LEWIS
GARRETT L. REILLY
H. BARTOL BRAZIER

COMMITTEE ON ANTIQUITIES

CALEB J. MILNE, JR.

F. L. GARRISON
WALTER WOOD

COMMITTEE ON MEMBERSHIP

WILLIAM W. HEARNE
DAVID S. B. CHEW
ERNEST SPOFFORD

COMMITTEE ON PROGRAM
W. W. LONGSTRETH HOWARD LONGSTRETH

WALTER S. McINNES
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1926

OFFICERS

President

DAVID MILNE

Vice-Presidents

JOHN F. LEWIS ELI KIRK PRICE
F. D. LANGENHEIM J. BERTRAM LIPPINCOTT

Corresponding Secretary

Recording Secretary

Treasurer
Historiographer

Curator of Numismatics

Curator of Antiquities .

.

Librarian

RICHARD PETERS, JR.
ERNEST SPOFFORD
EDWARD HOOPES
HENRY PAUL BUSCH
F. D. LANGENHEIM
HARROLD E. GILLINGHAM
WM. W. LONGSTRETH

Committees

COMMITTEE ON NUMISMATICS

JOHN REILLY, JR.
EDWARD HOOPES
GARRETT REILLY

COMMITTEE ON GENEALOGY
JOHN F. LEWIS
WALTER McINNES
H. BARTOL BRAZIER

COMMITTEE ON PUBLICATION

F. D. LANGENHEIM
RICHARD PETERS, JR.
ERNEST SPOFFORD

COMMITTEE ON ANTIQUITIES

CALEB J. MILNE
F. L. GARRISON
WALTER WOOD

COMMITTEE ON LIBRARY

THOMAS FENTON, M.D.
W. K. WETHERILL
J. HENRY SCATTERGOOD

COMMITTEE ON MEMBERSHIP
W. W. HEARNE
DAVID S. B. CHEW
ERNEST SPOFFORD

COMMITTEE ON PROGRAMME
WILLIAM W. LONGSTRETH HOWARD LONGSTRETH

S. W. WOODHOUSE, JR.
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1927

OFFICERS

President

DAVID MILNE

JOHN F. LEWIS
F. D. LANGENHEIM

Vice-Presidents

ELI KIRK PRICE
J. BERTRAM LIPPINCOTT

Corresponding Secretary

Recording Secretary . . .

.

Treasurer

Historiographer

Curator of Numismatics

Curator of Antiquities .

.

Librarian

RICHARD PETERS, JR.

ERNEST SPOFFORD
EDWARD HOOPES
HENRY PAUL BUSCH
F. D. LANGENHEIM
HARROLD E. GILLINGHAM
WM. W. LONGSTRETH

Committees

COMMITTEE ON NUMISMATICS

JOHN REILLY, JR.
EDWARD HOOPES
GARRETT REILLY

COMMITTEE ON GENEALOGY

JOHN F. LEWIS
WALTER McINNES
H. BARTOL BRAZIER

COMMITTEE ON PUBLICATION

F. D. LANGENHEIM
RICHARD PETERS, JR.
ERNEST SPOFFORD

COMMITTEE ON ANTIQUITIES

CALEB J. MILNE
F. L. GARRISON
WALTER WOOD

COMMITTEE ON LIBRARY

THOMAS FENTON, M.D.
W. K. WETHERILL
J. HENRY SCATTERGOOD

COMMITTEE ON MEMBERSHIP

W. W. HEARNE
DAVID S. B. CHEW
ERNEST SPOFFORD

COMMITTEE ON PROGRAM
WILLIAM W. LONGSTRETH HOWARD LONGSTRETH

S. W. WOODHOUSE, JR.
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1928

OFFICERS

President

DAVID MILNE

Vice-Presidents
JOHN F. LEWIS ELI KIRK PRICE
F. D. LANGENHEIM J. BERTRAM LIPPINCOTT

Corresponding Secretary

Recording Secretary

Treasurer
Historiographer

Curator of Numismatics

Curator of Antiquities .

.

Librarian

RICHARD PETERS, JR.
ERNEST SPOFFORD
EDWARD HOOPES
HENRY PAUL BUSCH
F. D. LANGENHEIM
HARROLD E. GILLINGHAM
WALTER McINNES

Committees

COMMITTEE ON NUMISMATICS

JOHN REILLY, JR.
EDWARD HOOPES
GARRETT REILLY

COMMITTEE ON GENEALOGY
JOHN F. LEWIS
HORACE WELLS SELLERS
H. BARTOL BRAZIER

COMMITTEE ON PUBLICATION
F. D. LANGENHEIM
RICHARD PETERS, JR.
ERNEST SPOFFORD

COMMITTEE ON ANTIQUITIES

CALEB J. MILNE
F. L. GARRISON
WALTER WOOD

COMMITTEE ON LIBRARY
THOMAS FENTON, M.D.
J. HENRY SCATTERGOOD
WM. S. ASHBROOK

COMMITTEE ON MEMBERSHIP
W. W. HEARNE
DAVID S. B. CHEW
ERNEST SPOFFORD

COMMITTEE ON PROGRAM
S. W. WOODHOUSE, JR. HOWARD LONGSTRETH

WALTER S. McINNES
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RESIDENT MEMBERS
1916 Ashbrook, William S., 401

Chestnut Street.

1926 Baehe, Franklin, 2102 Pine
Street.

1917 * Brazier, H. Bartol, Wynne-
wood, Pa.

1921 *Busch, Henry Paul, 515 Arch
Street.

1920 *Burr, Charles W., M.D., 1918
Spruce Street.

1926 Bye, Dr. Arthur E., Memorial
Hall, Fairmount Park.

1918 *Carson, Hon. Hampton L.,

LL.D., Bellevue-Stratford.

1913 Chew, David S. B., 19 S. 21st

Street.

1912 Colket, G. Hamilton, Bankers
Trust Co., Paris, France.

1917 *Colket, Tristram Coffin, 2d,

Norristown, Pa.
1919 Crawford, Andrew Wright, 701

Stephen Girard Building.

1898 *Davids, Richard Wistar,
Merion Station, Pa.

1927 Davison, G. Alexander, 4300
Chestnut Street.

1927 Dercum, Francis X., M.D.,
1719 Walnut Street.

1916 Fenton, Thomas H., M.D., 1319
Spruce Street.

1920 Garrison, F. Lynwood, 1019
Clinton Street.

1917 *Gillingham, Harrold E., 432 W.
Price Street, Germantown.

1914 Gribbel, John, Wyncote, Pa.
1916 Griswold, Roger W., 2034

Spruce vStreet.

1904 Hamilton, Charles L., 502 Allen
Lane, Chestnut Hill, Pa.

1907 Harris, James Russell, Art Club,
Philadelphia.

1888 Harrison, Charles C., LL.D.,
1520 Locust Street.

1924

Hearne, William W., Wavne,
Pa.

1921 *Henderson, Hon. George, Or-
phans Court, City Hall.

1922 Hoffman, Benjamin R., Land
Title Building.

1920 *Hoopes, Edward, Real Estate
Trust Building.

1924 *Jefferys, Harry L., 121 Valley
Road, Ardmore, Pa.

1923 *Jenkins, Charles F., 230 W.
Washington Square.

1918 *Kelsey, Albert, 112 South 16th
Street.

1926 Kimball, Dr. S. Fiske, Memo-
rial Hall, Fairmount Park.

1921 Kneass, Strickland L., 418 S.

15th Street.

1888 Langenheim, Frederick D., 240
S. 3d Street.

1926 Lester, Joseph G., Land Title

Building.
1893 Lewis, Howard W., 4231 Chest-

nut Street.

1898 Lewis, John Frederick, 1914
Spruce Street.

1912 Lippincott, J. Bertram, 1712

Spruce Street.

1909 Longstreth, Howard, Haver-
ford, Pa.

1905 *Longstreth, William W., 2110
Spruce Street.

1918

Mclnnes, Walter S., 1808 Spruce
Street.

1890 Mercer, Henry C., Doylestown,
Pa.

1918 Milne, Caleb J., Jr., 661 1 Wissa-
hickon Ave., Germantown.

1888 *Milne, David, School House
Lane, Germantown.

1881 *Moore, Clarence B., 1321

Locust Street.

1916 Norris, Charles C., Jr., 200
Sydenham Building, 1512

Walnut Street.

1918 Peirce, Harold Haverford, Pa.
1922 Perot, T. Morris, Jr., 605 Chest-

nut Street.

1921 Peters, Richard, Jr., Felton
Place, Chester, Pa.

1899 Pfahler, Alfred E., 4046 Walnut
gt;reet

1881 Price, Eli Kirk, 709 Walnut St.

1910 Reilly, Garrett L., Rosemont,
Pa.

1910 Reilly, John, Jr., 165 E. 71st

St., New York.
1921 Reilly, Joseph H., Bellevue-

Stratford.

1925

Robins, Edward, 250 South
18th Street.

1917 Scattergood, J. Henry, Villa

Nova, Pa.
1913 Schoff, Wilfred H., A.M., Com-

mercial Museum.
1881 *Scott, Hon. John M., 1903

Spruce Street.

1925 Sellers, Horace Wells, Stephen
Girard Building.

1926 Sioussat, St. George L., Ph.D.,
1510 Walnut Street.

Revised to January 1, 1928 * Life Members
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RESIDENT MEMBERS—Continued

1903 Smyth, Carroll, 2110 Walnut
Street.

1917 Spofford, Ernest, 1300 Locust
Street.

1925 Stokes, J. Stogdell, Summerdale,
Pa.

1893 *Townsend, John W., Bryn
Mawr, Pa.

1912 Wetherill, Webster King, 2020
Chestnut Street.

1903 *Wood, Walter, 400 Chestnut
Street.

1923 *Woodhouse, Samuel W., Jr.,

M.D., Memorial Hall, Fair-

mount Park.
1908 Wright, W. D. Craig, 911

Clinton Street.

HONORARY MEMBERS
Seward, Hon. F. W., Montrose, N. Y.
Director of the United States Mint,

ex-officio, Washington, D. C.
Superintendent of the United States

Mint, ex-officio, Philadelphia, Pa.

Superintendent of the United States
Mint, ex-officio, Denver, Colo.

Superintendent of the United States
Mint, ex-officio, San Francisco,
Calif.

CORRESPONDING MEMBERS
Adams, Lucien, Rennes, France.
Albright, Dr. W. F, Jerusalem,

Palestine.

Beauchamp, Rev. Dr. W. M., Syra-
cuse, N. Y.

Beldcn, Bauman L., New York City.
Belote, Theo. T., Smithsonian Insti-

tution, Washington, D. C.
Berens, Rev. R. H., London, Eng-

land.

Bingham, Dr. Hiram, New Haven,
Conn.

Bixby, William K., LL.D., City Art
Museum, St. Louis, Mo.

Boas, Franz, New York City.
Breasted, Prof. James H., Chicago,

111 .

Bryant, Hubbard Winslow, Portland,
Me.

Bulliot, J. G., Auton, France.
Buttin, Charles, Paris, France.
Carutti di Cantogno, Baron Dom-

encio, Turin, Italy.

Chase, Prof. George F., Cambridge,
Mass. (Harvard)

Chayter, Sir Paul, Hong Kong, China.
Clark, Prof. Charles Upson, New

Haven, Conn.
Cochrane, Robert, LL.D., I.S.O.,

T.S.A., Dublin, Ireland.

Cole, Fay Cooper, Chicago, 111.

Cope, Gilbert, West Chester, Pa.
Cournault, Charles, Malzeville,

France.
Culin, Stewart, Brooklyn, New York.
Davis, H. P., Port Au Prince, Haiti.

Dean, Bashford, Metropolitan Mu-
seum, New York City.

Deans, James, Victoria, British Co-
lumbia, Canada.

De Forest, Robert W., LL.D., Met-
ropolitan Museum, New York City.

Del Mar, Alexander, New York City.
De Olaguibel, Manuel, Mexico.
Dept, of Coins and Medals, British
Museum, London, England.

Dorsey, Dr. George A., Chicago, 111.

Egbert, Prof. James C., New York
City. (Columbia)

Ford, Worthington C., Massachusetts
Historical Society, Boston, Mass.

Gray, Morris, LL.B., Boston Museum
of Fine Arts, Boston, Mass.

Hadi, Syad Mohammed, Sultanpur,
India.

Harden, William, Savannah, Ga.
Huntington, Archer M., New York

City.
Im Thurn, Sir Everard, K.C.M.G.,

London, England.

Revised to January 1
, 1928 Life Members



CORRESPONDING MEMBERS—Continued

Keary, C. F., London, England.
Krauss, Dr. Friedrich S., Vienna,

Austria.

Lagerberg, J. de, New York City.
Leibert, Rev. Eugene, Nazareth, Pa.
Lincoln, Frederick William, London,

England.
Luce, Steven B., Ph.D., Boston,

Mass.
MacCurdy, Geo. Grant, New Haven,

Conn.
Mercur, Rodney A., Towanda, Pa.
Meyer, C., Hamburg, Germany.
Newcombe, Dr. C. F., Victoria,

British Columbia, Canada.
Newell, Edward, American Numis-

matic Society, New York City.

Nicolaysen, N., Christiana, Norway.
Nuttall, Mrs. Zelia, Coyoacan, Mex-

ico.

Paton, Dr. James M., Cambridge,
Mass.

Penafiel, Dr. Antonio, Mexico.
Perez, Gilbert S., Lucena Tabayas,

P. I.

Petrie, Dr. W. M. F., London,
England.

Quarles, A. J. Baron Quarles de,

Batavia, Java.
Read, Charles H., LL.D., London,

England.
Robinson, David M., Ph.D., Johns
Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.

Robinson, George E., Cardiff, Wales.
Seler, Dr., Eduard, Berlin, Germany.
Sergi, Prof. Giuseppe, Rome, Italy.

Spalding, Philip L., Boston, Mass.
Sterns, Prof. Frederick H., Cam-

bridge, Mass. (Harvard)
Strong, Herbert A., LL.D., Liver-

pool, England.
Szombathy, Josef, Vienna, Austria.

Thomas, Thomas H., Cardiff, Wales.
Tooker, William Wallace, Sag Har-

bor, Long Island, N. Y.
Torrey, Prof. Charles C., New Haven,
Conn. (Yale)

Tourneur, Victor, Brussels, Belgium.
Walters, Henry, Baltimore, Md.
Wood, Howland, New York City.

Wren, Christopher, Wyoming His-
torical and Geological Society,

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

The Society has Corporate Membership in the following:

American Numismatic Association,

New York.
American Numismatic Society, New

York.

Pennsylvania Federation of His-
torical Societies, Harrisburg, Pa.

Les Amis de la Medaille d’Art,

Brussels, Belgium.

It is urgently requested that any errors of address in the lists of members,
or information in case of their decease, with date if possible, be notified to the
Society on the receipt-card or otherwise.
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NECROLOGY

Resident Members

EDWIN SWIFT BATCH
THOMAS WILLING BATCH
JOHN D. McILHENNY
CLEMENT B. NEWBOLD
GEORGE VAUX, JR.

Honorary Member
DUC DE LOUBAT

Corresponding Members

CHARLES P. BOWDITCH
TOMMASO CANNIZZARO
PROF. SR. JOSEF RITTER VON KARABACEK
PROF. EDWARD S. MORSE
W. GILLMAN THOMPSON
DR. CHARLES D. WALCOTT
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LIST OF PAPERS FOR YEARS 1925-1927

Date Hosts and Location

1925.

Jan. 19. J. Bertram Lippincott,

1712 Spruce Street.

Feb. 16. T. Morris Perot, Jr.,

Union League.

Mar. 23. Charles W. Burr, M.D.,
1918 Spruce Street.

Apr. 27. Eli Kirk Price, Esq.,

1709 Walnut Street.

Oct. 13. Caleb J. Milne, Jr.,

Germantown.

Nov. 23. Mr. F. D. Langenheim,
Union League.

Dec. 28. Mr. David Milne,
Art Club.

1926.

Jan. 25. Mr. Walter T. Mclnnes,
1808 Spruce St.

Feb. 15. Mr. Harrold E. Gillingham,
Union League.

Mar. 22. Charles W. Burr, M.D.,
1918 Spruce Street.

Apr. 26. Union League.

Oct. 12. Mr. Howard Longstreth,
Haverford, Pa.

Nov. 22. Mr. Walter Wood,
1620 Locust Street.

Dec. 27. Hon. George Henderson,
Union League.

Paper and Author

Joseph Dennie, the Editor of the
Portfolio, by Mr. Ellis Paxson
Oberholtzen, Ph.D., Litt.D.

Old Philadelphia, by Mr. Frank H.
Taylor.

Greek Coin Hoards, by Mr. Sydney
P. Noe.

Colonial Contrasts, by Mr. Hugher
Elliott.

Visit to University Museum, Bart-
ram’s Gardens, Corinthian Yacht
Club, Gardens and Greenhouses
at Longwood, near Kennett
Square.

The Banking House of the Second
Bank of the United States, in

Chestnut Street, by Mr. Fiske
Kimball.

Domestic Life in Dutch Art, by Dr.
Arthur Edwin Bye.

What is Left of Old Philadelphia,

by Mr. Henry V. Gummere, M.A.

Some American Indian and Military
Medals of Award, by Mr. Harrold
E. Gillingham.

In the Footsteps of Marco Polo, by
Mr. Wilfred H. Schoff.

Exhibition of Coins and Medals, etc.

Visit to Memorial Hall, Mount
Pleasant House, Woodford Man-
sion, Roberts Hall, Roberts
Manuscript Collection, Belmont
Mansion, etc.

Address by Dr. Francis Burke
Brandt on Adventures in the
Historic, at Dove Mills House,
residence of the host.

Costume in Western Europe in the
16th Cenutry, by Mr. Edward
Warwick.

Some Incidents in the Life of

Benjamin Franklin, by Mr.
Franklin Bache.
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LIST OF PAPERS FOR

Date Hosts and Location

1927.

Jan. 24. Mr. Henry Paul Busch,
1006 Spruce Street.

Feb. 28. Mr. H. Bartol Brazier,

Union League.

Mar. 28. Mr. John Reilly, Jr.,

2015 DeLancey Street.

Apr. 7. Dr. Samuel W. Woodhouse

Apr. 25. Mr. David S. B. Chew,
Union League.

June 1. Mr. Edward Hoopes.

Nov. 28. Mr. Garrett L. Reilly,

Art Club.

Dec. 19. Mr. J. Henry Scattergood,
Union League.

YEARS 1925-1927— Continued

Paper and Author

Early American Doctors, by Charles
W. Burr, M.D.

Exhibition of Coins and Medals, etc.

The Chinese and their Coins, by
Mr. John Reilly, Jr.

Jr. Visit to Independence Hall.

Talk on the Collection of Colonial
Furniture.

An Historical Pilgrimage in Por-
tugal and Spain, by Mr. Wilfred
H. Schoff.

Visit to Highland Farms, West
Chester, Pa.

American Furniture and Crafts, by
Mr. Joseph Downs.

A Visit to Hadrian’s Wall, by Dr.
John C. Rolfe.

The Public Career of Benjamin
Franklin, a Life Service, by Dr.
Herman V. Ames.

Papers prepared by members of the Society and published privately.

By Col. Henry D. Paxson, Washington Crossing, 1926.

By Mr. Harrold E. Gillingham, Spanish Orders of Chivalry and Decorations,
in Numismatic Notes and Monographs of the American Numismatic
Society, November 31, 1926.

BEQUESTS
Under the will of Prof. Charles E. Dana, lately President, the Society

was left a bequest of $1,000.
Under the will of Air. John T. Morris, a former President, the Societv

was left a bequest of $1,000.

LIBRARY OF THE SOCIETY
There are 2,350 bound volumes, 5,435 paper covers, 729 pamphlets and

7 maps, indexed with card catalogue. The library is in the building of The
Historical Society of Pennsylvania, 1300 Locust Street, through the courtesy
of its Council.

DONORS TO THE
Bauman L. Belden
Henry Paul Busch

LIBRARY, 1925-1927

Harrold E. Gillingham
J. Clark Moore, Jr.

W. W. Longstreth
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COLLECTION OF COINS AND MEDALS
The collection of coins and medals, now numbering 7,917 pieces, cata-

logued and numbered, is on exhibition in Memorial Hall, Fairmount Park,
through the courtesy of the Trustees of the Pennsylvania Museum and School
of Industrial Art.

The Society also has in its possession the Dies of the Mickley, Brinton and
Dana Medals.

DONORS TO THE CABINET, 1925-1927

Brazier, H. Bartol
Burgin, Herman, M.D.
Connolly, John
Deacon, James Hunt, F. R. N. S.

Fearon, Charles
Garrison, F. Lynwood
Gillingham, Harrold E.
Good, J. O.
Griffith, Foster C.
Guttag Bros.
Holstein, Otto
Hoopes, Edward
Houssell, E.
King, Robert P.

Kneass, Strickland L.

Knight, Miss Anna F. H.
Knight, B. Hoff
Langenheim, F. D.
Larkin, J. D., Jr.

Leavitt, Fred. H., M.D.
Leonard, R. Earl
Lewis, John Frederick
Milne, David
Perez, Gilbert S.

Peters, Richard, Jr.

Renaud, L. A.
Schoenfeld, Robert E.
Shaeffer, Frank R.
Snow, John H.
Ulm, Josef
Wismer, D. C.
Woodhouse, S. W., Jr., M.D.
Adjutant General of the State of

Rhode Island

Library of the State of Connecticut
Adjutant General of the State of New

Jersey
City of Boston
Town Council of Lexington, Mass.
Cartier, Inc., New York
Great American Insurance Company,
New York

North River Insurance Company,
New York

Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company
Baltimore Association of Commerce
Winters National Bank, Dayton,

Ohio
Long Bell Lumber Co., Kansas City,

Mo.
United National Association of Post

Office Clerks
Republic of Mexico
M. Mauquay & Fils, Antwerp, Bel-

gium
Les Amis de la Medaille d'Art

Commission for Relief in Belgium
Larkin Company, Inc., Buffalo, N. Y.

New York Times, New York
The Newark Museum Association,

Newark, N. J.

Whitehead & Hoag Company, New-
ark, N. J.

Hartford Fire Insurance Company,
Hartford, Conn.

The Union League of Philadelphia
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LIST OF PUBLICATIONS
1. Constitution and By-Laws of The Numismatic Society of Philadelphia,

1858. (Out of print.)

2. Charter, Constitution and By-Laws, 1865.

3. Proceedings, May 4, 1865, to December 31, 1866. (Out of print.)

4. Constitution and By-Laws, 1870.

5. Report of the Proceedings for the years 1878 and 1879.

6. Proceedings, Presentation of a Silver Medal to the Hon. Eli K. Price,

President, March 20, 1879.

7. Report of the Proceedings for the year 1880.

8. William Penn’s Landing in Pennsylvania, Date for Celebration in A.D.
1882. Printed in 1881.

9. Report of the Proceedings for the year 1881.
10. Report of the Proceedings for the year 1882.
11. Proceedings, Twenty-fifth Anniversary of Foundation, 1883.

12. Report of the Proceedings for the year 1883.
13. Constitution and By-Laws, 1883.

14. Report of the Proceedings for the year 1884.
15. Report of the Proceedings for the year 1885.
16. Report of the Proceedings for the year 1886.

17. Report of the Proceedings for the years 1887-1889. (Out of print.)

18. Proceedings for the years 1890-1891.
19. Proceedings for the years 1892-1898.
20. Proceedings for the years 1899-1901.
21. Proceedings for the years 1902-1903.
22. Constitution and By-Laws, 1905.
23. Proceedings for the years 1904, 1905, 1906.
24. No publication.

25. Proceedings for the years 1907, 1908, 1909.
26. Proceedings for the years 1910, 1911, 1912.
27. Proceedings for the years 1913, 1914, 1915.
28. Proceedings for the years 1916, 1917, 1918.
29. Proceedings for the years 1919, 1920, 1921.
30. Proceedings for the years 1922, 1923, 1924.
31. Proceedings for the years 1925, 1926, 1927.

THE MAXWELL SOMMERVILLE BEQUEST
Under the will of Professor Sommerville, a former Vice-President, the

Society was bequeathed $1,000 and a proportionate share in the residuary
estate. On September 5, 1905, the Society received from the executors the
sum of $1,864.18. On January 8, 1910, a further sum of $ 137.39 was received,
making the total amount $2,001.57.

This money now forms part of the Permanent Fund, the income alone
being used for the expenses of the Society.

THE CHARLES J. COHEN ENDOWMENT FUND
This hund was started in April, 1919, by Mr. Charles J. Cohen with a

gilt of $1,000, to which, according to the stipulation of the donor, shall be
added all interest earned by the Fund and such accretions as may occur from
time to time, until such time as the Fund shall equal $10,000, after which the
interest therefrom may be used towards the defraying of the expenses of the
publications of the Society. This fund amounts to $1,300.
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LIST OF EXCHANGES
United States

American Antiquarian Society, Wor-
cester, Mass.

American Historical Association,

Washington, D. C.
American Numismatic Association,

The, Rochester, N. Y.
American Numismatic Society, The,
New York City.

American Philosophical Society, Phila-

delphia, Pa.
Bureau of American Ethnology,
Washington, D. C.

Commercial Museum, Philadelphia,
Pa.

Dropsie College, Philadelphia, Pa.
Fairmount Park Art Association,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Historical Society of Western Penn-

sylvania, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Kansas Academy of Science, Topeka,
Kan.

Library of Congress, Washington,
D. C.

Louisiana Historical Society, The,
New Orleans, La.

National War Garden Commission,
Washington, D. C.

New Jersey Historical Society,

Newark, N. J.
Ohio State Archaeological and His-

torical Society, The, Columbus,
Ohio

Peabody Museum of Harvard Uni-
versity, Cambridge, Mass.

Pennsylvania Museum and School of
Industrial Art, Philadelphia, Pa.

Schenectady County Historical Soci-

ety, Schenectady, N. Y.
Smithsonian Institution, Washington,
D.C.

Sons of the Revolution, State of
California, Los Angeles, Calif.

United States Treasury, Washington,
D.C.

University Museum, Philadelphia,
Pa.

University of California, Berkeley,
Calif.

Washington University, St. Louis,

Mo.
Western Reserve Historical Society,

Cleveland, Ohio.
Wyoming Commemorative Associa-

tion, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Wyoming Historical and Geological

Society, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Foreign

Alliance Francaise, Paris, France.
Antiquarian and Numismatic Society,

The, Montreal, Canada.
Bataviaasch Genootschap van Kunt-

sen en Wetenschappen, Batavia,
Java.

Cambridge Antiquarian Society, Cam-
bridge, England.

Chambrede Commerce, Paris, France.
Kungl. Vitterhets Historie och Antik-

vitetsakademien, Stockholm, Swe-
den.

Niagara Historical Society, Niagara-
on-the-lake, Canada.

Provincial Museum of Natural His-
tory, Victoria, B. C., Canada.

Royal Numismatic Society of Lon-
don, England.

Royal Philosophical Society of Glas-
gow, Glasgow, Scotland.

Royal Society of Antiquaries of

Ireland, Dublin, Ireland.

Societe d’Anthropologie de Paris,

Paris, France.
Societe Les Amis de la Medialle d’Art,

Brussels, Belgium.
Society des Americanistes de Paris,

Paris, France.
Societe D’Emulation des Cotes-Du-
Nord, France.
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PROCEEDINGS

January 19, 1925

The meeting was held by invitation of Mr. J. Bertram

Lippincott at his residence, 1712 Spruce Street.

The members present (17): H. Bartol Brazier, Henry P.

Busch, David S. B. Chew, William W. Hearne, Edward Hoopes,

F. D. Langenheim, Howard W. Longstreth, W. W. Longstreth,

Charles F. Jenkins, David Milne, Richard Peters, Jr., John
Reilly, Jr., Garrett L. Reilly, Ernest Spofford, Webster K. Weth-
erill, Dr. Samuel Woodhouse, Jr., J. Bertram Lippincott.

The annual report of the Treasurer, Mr. Webster K. Wetherill,

for 1925 showed a balance in the Permanent Fund of $33.98, in

the General Fund of $820.35, and in the Charles J. Cohen Endow-
ment Fund $43.87. The Treasurer also holds for the Society:

$3500 Electric & Peoples 4% Trust Certificates.

$800 Liberty bonds, coupon.

4 shares U. G. I. common stock.

$1200 Liberty Bonds (registered), C. J. Cohen Endowment
Fund.

The latter are registered in the name of the Society and carried

on the Treasurer’s books in the name of the “Charles J. Cohen
Endowment Fund.”

The Curator of Numisnatic, Mr. F. D. Langenheim, an-

nounced the addition of 79 pieces and 5 notes to the cabinet

during 1924, making a total of 6450 coins and medals deposited

in Memorial Hall, Fairmount Park; and the addition of 20 pieces

during January.

The Chairman of the Committee on Library, Mr. W. W.
Longstreth, submitted his annual report, which was on motion
accepted.

The annual election of officers and committees was held (see

page 7).

The Committee appointed to report on the advisability of

changing the date of stated meetings, Mr. H. Bartol Brazier,

Chairman, reported favorably on making such a change, and Mr.
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Brazier moved that Article 1, Chapter VIII, of the By-Laws,

which reads: “The stated meetings of the Society shall be held

on the third Monday evening of the months of January, Febru-

ary, March, April, November and December, at such time and

place as the Society may from time to time determine,” shall be

amended so that it shall read: “The stated meetings of the

Society shall be held on the fourth Monday evening of the months

of January, February, March, April, November and December,

at such time and place as the Society shall from time to time

determine.” The motion being duly seconded, the Secretary was

instructed to notify the members that action on this amendment

will be taken at the stated meeting to be held Monday evening,

February 16, 1925 at 8.15 o’clock.

On motion, the Treasurer was authorized to sell four shares

of U. G. I. stock now held by the Society and the matter of re-

investment was referred to him with power.

The President here expressed appreciation of his re-election,

and spoke of the advisability on increasing both the resident and

corresponding membership to some extent. In view of the small

membership, he thought it would be well to invite a few guests

to each of the stated meetings.

At the close of the business meeting Mr. Ellis Paxson Ober-

holtzer, Ph.D., gave an address on “Joseph Dennie, the Editor

of the Portfolio.” The address, based on painstaking investi-

gation, was most interesting and instructive.

On motion, the sincere thanks and appreciation of the Society

was extended to Mr. Oberholtzer, after which, on motion, the

Society adjourned and a collation was served to the members
and guests.

February 16, 1925

The meeting was held by invitation of Mr. T. Morris Perot

at The Union League.

Members present (14): H. Bartol Brazier, William W.
Hearne, Edward Hoopes, Albert J. Kelsey, F. D. Langenheim,

Howard Longstreth, William W. Longstreth, David Milne, T.

Morris Perot, Richard Peters, Jr., Eli Kirk Price, John Reilly, Jr.,

Garrett L. Reilly, Ernest Spofford.

The Treasurer reported the Permanent Fund over-drawn

$6.10; in the General Fund $978.06, and in the Charles J. Cohen
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Endowment Fund $43.87. The investments of the Society remain

unchanged.

The Curator of Numismatics, Mr. F. D. Langenheim, an-

nounced the addition of ten pieces during February, 1925.

An amendment to Article 1, Chapter VIII, of the By-Laws,

which reads: “The stated meetings of the Society shall be held

on the third Monday evenings of the months January, February,

March, April, November and December, at such time and place

as the Society may from time to time determine,” so that it shall

read: “The stated meetings of the Society shall be held on the

fourth Monday evening of the months of January, February,

March, April, November and December, at such time and place

as the Society from time to time determine,” moved and seconded

at the February meeting, was discussed and unanimously adopted.

At the close of the business meeting, recess was taken to listen

to an address by Dr. S. W. Woodhouse, Jr., on “Early Pennsyl-

vania Pottery,” illustrated with lantern slides. On motion,

unanimously adopted, the thanks and appreciation of the Society

were extended to Dr. Woodhouse for his decidedly interesting and

informing address.

A collation was then served to the members and guests.

See “Tulip Ware of the Pennsylvania German Potters,”

Edwin Atlee Barber, Philadelphia, 1903.

The following memorial was read:

FREDERICK H. SHELTON

Member, 1920

Born February 4, 1866 Died November 14, 1924

Frederick Hart Shelton died in Philadelphia, November 14,

1924. He was elected to membership in our Society January 19,

1920, was Librarian from January, 1921, to December, 1922, and
Corresponding Secretary since January, 1923. He took an active

interest in our meetings and was frequently ready with comments
on papers presented. His rare sense of humor made his writings

most enjoyable, although they always contained an ample stock

of serious facts well presented.

His arrangements and entertainment of the Society at the
special meeting of May 19th were notable. It was characteristic

that he should cover the invitation with an air of mystery and
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then lead the party to Fort Mifflin, where, in memorable sur-

roundings, he delivered a most instructive and entertaining

address on the part which the old Fort had played in Revolu-

tionary days, and particularly its defense against the British

Fleet in 1777.

He was born February 4, 1866, in Birminghan, Conn., the

son of Frederick Rudd Shelton and Matilda Hart. He entered

the University of Pennsylvania with the class of ’87. His popu-

larity was quickly established and at the close of his Freshman

year he was elected President of the Class for the succeeding

year, but before this term began he left the Unifersity and became

connected with the United Gas Improvement Company, finally

becoming Gas Engineer.

With associates he purchased, controlled and operated four-

teen gas properties, one of which, The Suburban Gas Company,

was later known as the Philadelphia Suburban Gas and Electric

Company. His business affairs proved unusually successful and

profitable and enabled him to gratify his desires and give vent to

his enthusiasm in the building of the “Little Theatre ” on Delancey

Street above Seventeenth.

He was also an enthusiastic automobilist. He drove his car

to many distant points and contributed several of the most

amusing and entertaining articles which have been printed by the

Philadelphia Automobile Club in their monthly magazine.

His country home, “Sunnyside,” near Media, led him to

become interested in The Rose Tree Hunt, of which for many
years he was Secretary. While a resident of Delaware County

he became greatly interested in its history and traditions. Many
recall his interesting illustrated address on this subject, which

by request, was repeated many times before various historical

societies.

He was Vice-President of the Delaware County Historical

Society, a member of the Historical Society of Pennsylvania and

a Manager of the Howard Hospital and was also a member of the

Board and an officer of The Apprentices Library of Philadelphia.

Mr. Shelton married, January 23, 1901, Helen Leinau of

Philadelphia, who survives him. He also leaves a daughter, Mrs.

Wayne S. Vetterlein, and two grandsons, one a namesake.

He will be greatly missed from our membership and meetings.
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March 23, 1925

The meeting was held by invitation of Mr. Charles W. Burr,

M.D., at his residence 1918 Spruce Street.

Members present (21): William A. Ashbrook, H. Bartol

Brazier, Charles W. Burr, M.D., Henry Paul Busch, David S. B.

Chew, Thomas H. Fenton, M.D., F. Lynwood Garrison, Charles

C. Harrison, Hon. George Henderson, Edward Hoopes, Harry L.

Jefferys, F. D. Langenheim, W. W. Longstreth, Howard Long-

streth, David Milne, Walter S. Mclnnes, Richard Peters, Jr., Eli

Kirk Price, John Reilly, Jr., Garrett L. Reilly, Webster K.

Wetherill.

The Treasurer reported the Permanent Fund $1.86 over-

drawn; in the General Fund $969.70, in the Charles J. Cohen

Endowment Fund $67.24; the investments of the Society remain

unchanged.

The Curator of Numismatics, Mr. F. D. Langenheim, an-

nounced the addition of three pieces and twenty-nine notes during

March.

Mr. John Reilly, Jr., exhibited a medal to be issued by the

American Numismatic Society of New York, to commemorate
the sesqui-centennial anniversary of Paul Revere ’s ride. He then

advocated the issuance of a medal by this (our) Society to com-

memorate the sesqui-centennial of the adoption of the Declara-

tion of Independence. Mr. Reilly further recommended the

publication of a resume of the minutes of this Society in the

Numismatist.

Mr. Edward Hoopes exhibited two pieces of Pennsylvania

German pottery for the purpose of illustrating the lecture of

February 16, 1925.

At the close of the business meeting Mr. Sidney P. Noe,

Secretary of the American Numismatic Society, gave an address

on “Greek Coin Hoards,” illustrated by lantern slides. Following

which, and upon motion unanimously adopted, the sincere thanks

and appreciation of the Society were extended to Mr. Noe for his

most interesting and learned paper.

A collation was then served to the members and guests.

See “Numismatic Hoards in Numismatic Notes and Mono-
graphs of the American Numismatic Society of New York.”
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April 27, 1925

The meeting was held by invitation of Mr. Eli Kirk Price

at his residence, 1709 Walnut Street.

The members present (24): William A. Ashbrook, H. Bartol

Brazier, Henry Paul Busch, David S. B. Chew, Andrew Wright

Crawford, Thomas H. Fenton, M.D., F. Lynwood Garrison, W.
W. Hearae, Hon. George Henderson, Benjamin R. Hoffman,

Charles F. Jenkins, F. D. Langenheim, J. Bertram Lippincott,

Howard Longstreth, W. W. Longstreth, John Mcllhenny, Walter

S. Mclnnes, Caleb J. Milne, David Milne, Richard Peters, Jr.,

Eli Kirk Price, Edward Robbins, Webster King Wetherill, Samuel

Woodhouse, Jr., M.D.
In the absence of the Secretary, Mr. F. D. Langenheim was

called upon to act as such.

The Treasurer reported in the Permanent Fund $1.10 over-

drawn, in the General Fund $1,061.06, and in the Charles J.

Cohen Endowment Fund $67.24; the investments of the Society

remain unchanged.

The Curator of Numismatics, Mr. F. D. Langenheim, an-

nounced the addition of two pieces during April.

The medal commemorating the Sesqui-Centennial of Paul

Revere’s Ride was reported as a gift to the Society.

There is no available portrait of Paul Revere showing him as

he was in 1775, when he took the memorable ride. Likenesses by
Gilbert Stuart and St. Memin are known; and these were the

only aids which the artist had, and both show the patriot in

advanced years. His portrait in profile occupies the obverse of

the medal with the inscription PAUL REVERE and the years of

his birth and death, 1735-1818. Below in parallel lines we read

PATRIOT - SILVERSMITH - SOLDIER - ENGRAVER. Be-

neath a sword and a silver bowl are entwined with a fillet. The
whole is enclosed by a cable border. It is worthy to note that

the silver piece, a sugar bowl, was modeled from one bearing

Paul Revere’s mark or stamp. It is now in the collection of the

Hon. A. T. Clearwater.

The reverse concerns itself with the ride which Longfellow

immortalized, although according to Justin Winsor, he “paid

little attention to exactness of fact.” The artist has represented

him awaiting the lantern signal. The inscription reads, “Paul

Revere Sesqui-Centennial, 1925.” In the exergue are the initials
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and seal of the American Numismatic Society. The artist ini-

tials, in small letters, appear just below the exergual line. (Fig. 1 .)

Fig. 1

Paul Reveke Medal

Mr. Sydney P. Noe of New York was elected corresponding
member.

As there would be very little use for money during the sum-
mer, it was resolved that the Treasurer be authorized to invest

$1,000 of the General Fund in 4% certificates.
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The Secretary read the following in answer to a question

asked at a former meeting:

If anyone is foolish enough to destroy or mutilate United

States coins he does not commit a crime, as there is no penalty for

so doing, gold and silver of the United States may be made into

bracelets, watch charms or other jewelry, without violation of the

law. What the law does prohibit is the mutilation of coins for

the purpose of depreciating their weight and fraudulently passing

thereafter. Once mutilated, they cease to be a legal tender.

He also made the following: An appeal is made to members
and others interested to remember that the Society has many
vacancies in its cabinets which need filling by gifts of coins,

medals, notes and decorations. It is earnestly requested that

anyone traveling abroad this summer, do not neglect to gather

coins, etc., of the newly organized governments created by the

Great War, with the view of presenting them to the Society.

Issues of both old and new governments will be gratefully accepted.

At the close of the business meeting Mr. Hugher Elliott of the

Pennsylvania Museum and School of Industrial Art gave an

address on “Colonial Contrasts,” illustrated by lantern slides.

On motion, the thanks of the Society were extended to the speaker.

A collation was then served to the members and guests.

October 12, 1925

A special meeting was held by invitation of Mr. Caleb J.

Milne, Jr. (Columbus Day).

The members present (26) : William S. Ashbroolc, H. Bartol

Brazier, David S. B. Chew, Andrew Wright Crawford, F. Lynwood
Garrison, Harrold E. Gillingham, James Russel Harris, William

W. Hearne, Hon. George Henderson, Benjamin R. Hoffman,

Frederick D. Langenheim, J. Bertram Lippincott, Howard Long-

streth, William W. Longstreth, Walter S. Mclnnes, Caleb J. Milne,

Jr., David Milne, Richard Peters, Jr., Eli Kirk Price, Garrett L.

Reilly, Joseph H. Reilly, Edward Robbins, J. Henry Scattergood,

Ernest Spofford, J. Lawrence Wetherill, Webster King Wetherill.

President Milne presided.

The members met at the Art Alliance, 1823 Walnut Street,

at 10 a. m., proceeding in automobiles to the University Museum;
thence to Bartram’s Gardens.

Luncheon was served at the Corinthian Yacht Club at one

o’clock. At the close of which the President gave a brief but
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interesting account of all the Society’s outings; and on motion

of Mr. Scattergood the hearty thanks of the Society were extended

to our host, Mr. Caleb J. Milne.

The members and guests then visited and inspected the

wonderful gardens and greenhouses at Longwood, near Kennett

Square, the estate of Mr. Pierre S. duPont.

Following the inspection, and at the close of a delightful and

instructive day’s outing, the meeting adjourned and the members

were conveyed to their respective homes.

November 23, 1925

The meeting was held by invitation of Mr. F. D. Langenheim

at The Union League.

The members present (17): H. Bartol Brazier, Andrew Wright

Crawford, William W. Hearne, Hon. George Henderson, Albert

Kelsey, F. D. Langenheim, J. Bertram Lippincott, Howard
Longstreth, W. W. Longstreth, Walter S. Mclnnes, Caleb J.

Milne, Jr., David Milne, Richard Peters, Jr., Eli K. Price, Edward
Robins, Ernest Spofford, Webster K. Wetherill.

The Treasurer reported Permanent Fund $1.10 over-drawn,

in the General Fund $135.38, and in the Charles J. Cohen Endow-
ment Fund $90.62; and Aldine Trust Co. certificate of deposit

$1,000.

The Curator of Numismatics, Mr. F. D. Langenheim, reported

accession to 173 pieces and 21 notes since the April meeting.

The Chairman of the Publication Committee, Mr. F. D.

Langenheim, reported progress and submitted several estimates

on printing 200 copies of the Proceedings and was authorized to

print the forthcoming volume of Proceedings without regard to

price.

Messrs. J. Stogdell Stokes and Horace Wells Sellers were
elected resident members.

On motion, the Curator of Numismatics was authorized to

furnish the Numismatist with such abstracts of the minutes of

the Society as should be of interest to readers of that publication.

On motion, it was resolved that this Society should become
a member of the American Numismatic Society of New York and
the Treasurer was authorized to pay the annual dues of $5.

On motion, the thanks of the Society were extended to Mr.
H. Bartol Brazier and other donors to the Cabinet of the Society
as mentioned in the Report of the Curator of Numismatics.
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At the close of the business meeting, Mr. Fiske Kimball,

Director of the Pennsylvania Museum and School of Industrial

Art, gave an address on “The Banking House of the Second

Bank of the United States on Chestnut Street,” illustrated with

lantern slides.

See The Architectural Record, December, 1925, Vol. 58, No.

6, page 581.

Messrs. Horace Wells Sellers, Edward Biddle and others

contributed to the discussion which followed. Finally, on motion,

the sincere thanks and appreciation of the Society were extended

to Mr. Kimball for his exceedingly interesting and scholarly

address.

A collation was then served to the members and guests.

Among the medals presented by Mr. Brazier was an electro-

type copy of the Waterloo Medal, a description of which follows.

PISTRUCCI’S WATERLOO MEDAL

The subject of both sides is treated allegorically, except the

central part of the obverse, which represents the busts of the four

allied sovereigns grouped together in profile (Austria, England,

Prussia, Russia). Around this group of actual portraits the

figures constitute an allegorical and mythological allusion to the

treaty of peace which was consequent upon the great triumph

in the field of battle.

Summit represents Apollo in his car restoring the day. The
rainbow Zephyr and Iris follow the chariot of the Sun in succes-

sion, but the Zephyr is tending toward the earth and scattering

flowers as the emblem of peace and tranquility.

Opposite the car is seen closely approaching, the constella-

tion Gemini, personified, as usual, by a pair of graceful youths

indicating the month (June 18, 1815) in which the contest took

place. Castor and Pollox, each armed with spears, are intended

to elucidate the apotheosis of Wellington (1769-1852) and Blucher

(1742-1819). Themis, the goddess of Justice, appears on earth

as in the Golden Age. This figure is placed in front of the profile

busts of the sovereigns, to show that Justice is a greater security

to government than Power. The goddess is seated on a rock, a

palm tree waves over her head, she is prepared to reward Virtue

with its branches, and in the other hand holds a sword for the

ready punishment of crime. Power is personified by a robust man
of mature age, bearded, and armed with a club. He is seated
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under an oak tree, and forms the corresponding figure at the back

of the group of busts of the allied sovereigns, to that of Justice

facing it. Beneath Themis the Fates are introduced to indicate

that henceforward human actions will be controlled by Justice

alone. These actions and passions are represented by the Furies,

which, being placed beneath the emblematical figure of Power, are

subjected to its influence and no longer suffered to quit the infernal

regions or Cemmerian Caverns, in which at the base of this side

of the medal, the allegory is completed, by the figure of Night, the

mother of Fates receding into darkness from the ruling daylight

of Phoebus’ car on Summit.

The Reverse: The central group on this side consists of two

equestrian figures classically treated but having the countenances

of Wellington and Blucher. They are full of action—Wellington

in advance, Blucher rushing to his aid, guided by female figure of

Victory. Border represents the battle of the Giants, as struck

down by the thunder of Jupiter. Their falling over one another

is symbolical of the confusion of the defeated enemy. There are

nineteen giants illustrative of the number of years’ duration of

the war:

Austria, Francis I, 1806-1835.

England, George III, 1760-1820.

Prussia, Frederick William III, 1797-1840,

Russia, Alexander I, 1801-1825.

See, Forrer Biographical Dictionary of Medal lists, p. 593.

Benedetto Pistrucci, 1784-1855. Isaac Myer, The Waterloo Medal,
1885. Medal 4>J ins., dia. 108 mm.

December 28, 1925

The meeting was held by invitation of Mr. David Milne at

the Art Club.

The members present (16) : and six guests, H. Bartol Brazier,

F. Lynwood Garrison, Hon. George Henderson, Strickland Kneass,
F. D. Langenheim, J. Bertram Lippincott, Howard Longstreth,

W. W. Longstreth, Caleb Milne, Jr., David Milne, Richard Peters,

Jr., Eli Kirk Price, Edward Robins, Horace Wells Sellers, J. Stog-
dell Stokes, Samuel W. Woodhouse, Jr., M.D.

In the absence of the Secretary, Mr. F. D. Langenheim was
called upon to act as such.
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The report of the Treasurer, Mr. Webster Iv. Wetherill, was

read and, on motion, approved.

The Curator of Numismatics, Mr. F. D. Langenheim.

reported the addition of thirty-three coins, one medal and nine

notes to the collection of the Society.

Medal issued by the City of Boston commemorating the

Sesqui-Centennial of the Battle of Bunker Hill. Light bronze,

3 ins. dia., design by Kilenyi; obverse, Artist’s Conception of the

Battle; reverse, Bunker Hill Monument. (Fig. 2.)

BUNKER HILL MEDAL

The Chairman of the Publication Committee reported that

seven estimates had been submitted for printing the Proceedings

of the Society and the contract awarded to the lowest bidder,

The John C. Winston Company, at $900.00.

The resignation of Col. Henry D. Paxson was accepted with

regret.

The resignation of Mr. W. K. Wetherill as Treasurer was

laid upon the table.

At the close of the business meeting a recess was taken to

listen to an address by Dr. Arthur E. Bye on “Domestic Life in

Dutch Art,” and on motion the sincere thanks and appreciation

of the Society were extended to Dr. Bye for his interesting address.

A collation was then served to the members and guests.

January 25, 1926

The meeting was held by invitation of Mr. Walter Mclnnes

at his residence, 1808 Spruce Street, Monday evening, January 25,

1926, at 8.15 o’clock.
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The members present (26) : William S. Ashbrook, H. Bartol

Brazier, Charles W. Burr, Andrew Wright Crawford, F. Lynwood

Garrison, William W. Hearne, Roger W. Griswold, Benjamin R.

Hoffman, Edward Hoopes, Harry L. Jefferys, Albert Kelsey,

Fiske Kimball, Strickland L. Kneass, F. D. Langenheim, Howard

Longstreth, W. W. Longstreth, David Milne, Walter S. Mclnnes,

Richard Peters, Jr., Eli Kirk Price, Garrett L. Reilly, Edward
Robins, Horace Wells Sellers, J. Stogdell Stokes, Samuel W.
Woodhouse, Jr., M.D., Walter Wood.

The annual report of the Treasurer, Mr. Edward Hoopes, for

1926 showed a balance in the Permanent Fund of $8.90, in the

General Fund $324.95, and in the Charles J. Cohen Endowment
Fund $90.62. The Treasurer also holds for the Society:

$800 Liberty Bonds (coupon).

$1,200 Liberty Bonds (registered C. J. Cohen Fund).

$3,500 Electric & Peoples 4% Trust Certificates.

$400 Aldine Mortgage Certificate.

$1,000 Aldine Certificate on deposit.

Of the above investments the sum of $2,001.57 was derived from
the legacy bequeathed to the Society by Maxwell Somerville,

deceased. $1,200 3rd 4>J Liberty Bonds presented by Mr. Charles

J. Cohen, registered in the name of the Society, carried on the

Treasurer’s books in the name of the Charles J. Cohen Endow-
ment Fund.

The proper officers were authorized to have a trust company
act as agent for the securities of the Society.

The Curator of Numismatics, Mr. F. D. Langenheim, an-

nounced the addition of 242 pieces to the cabinet during 1925

and 59 notes, making a total of 6,751 coins and medals deposited

in Memorial Hall, Fairmount Park.

The Chairman of the Committee on Library, Mr. W. W.
Longstreth, submitted a report, which was, on motion, accepted.

The Committee on Membership reported total of sixty-six

resident members and that three resident and one corresponding
members were elected during the year 1925.

The Chairman of the Committee on Publication, Mr. F. D.
Langenheim, reported that the Proceedings for 1922, 1923 and 1924
were now in the hands of the printer.

I he Chairman of the Committee on Nomination nominated
the officers and directors to serve for the ensuing year (see page
8 ).
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On motion, the nominations were closed and the Secretary

instructed to cast one ballot for the election of all nominees, who
were reported duly elected.

Dr. Fiske Kimball and Mr. Joseph G. Lester were elected

Resident Members.

At the close of the business meeting Mr. Henry V. Gummere
gave an address on “What is left of Old Philadelphia,” illus-

trated with lantern slides. On motion, the thanks and appreci-

ation of the Society were extended to Mr. Gummere for his inter-

esting and instructive address, after which, on motion, the

Society adjourned and a collation was served to the members and

guests.

See By Ways and Boulevards in and about Historic Phila-

delphia, Francis Burke Brandt, Henry Volkmar Gummere, Corn

Exchange National Bank, 1926.

February 15, 1926

The meeting was held by invitation of Mr. Harrold E.

Gillingham at The Union League.

The memgers present (14): H. Bartol Brazier, Hon. George

Henderson, Edward Hoopes, Harry L. Jefferys, F. D. Langenheim,

Joseph G. Lester, Walter Mclnnes, T. Morris Perot, Eli K. Price,

J. Henry Scattergood, Horace Wells Sellers, Ernest Spofford,

Harrold E. Gillingham, Edward Robins.

In the absence of the President, Vice-President Langenheim

occupied the chair.

The report of the Treasurer was read and, on motion,

approved

.

Dr. Arthur E. Bye was elected Resident Member.

The Chair appointed as Auditing Committee, Messrs. Eli K.

Price, H. Bartol Brazier and J. Henry Scattergood, to audit the

accounts of the Treasurer and examine the securities in the Aldine

Trust Company.
On motion, the Treasurer was authorized to confer with Miss

Pearl Levin and compensate her for her services subsequent to

the resignation of Mr. Webster K. Wetherill as Treasurer.

On motion, the Curator of Numismatic, Mr. F. D. Langen-

heim, was authorized to purchase one plaque as suggested by him.

At the close of the business meeting, Mr. Harrold E. Gilling-

ham gave an address on “Some American Indian and Military
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Medals of Award.” Following which, and on motion, the sincere

thanks and appreciation of the Society were extended to Mr.

Gillingham for his exceptionally interesting and informing address

on a subject so germane to the purpose and work of the Society.

See Indian and Military Medals from Colonial Times to Date

in The Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography, Vol. LI,

No. 202, April, 1927, page 97. Indian Peace Medals by Bauman
L. Belden, American Numismatic Society, 1927.

Vice-President Langenheim then presented Mr. Edward T.

Newell, President of the American Numismatic Society of New
York, who made a few gracious and fitting remarks. After which

a collation was served to the members and guests.

March 22, 1926

The meeting was held by invitation of Dr. Charles W. Burr

at his residence, 1918 Spruce Street.

The members present (19): W. S. Ashbrook, H. Bartol Bra-

zier, C. H. Burr, M.D., Dr. A. E. Bye, S. B. Chew, Dr. F. H.
Fenton, B. R. Hoffman, C. F. Jenkins, F. D. Langenheim, J. G.

Lester, J. B. Lippincott, H. Longstreth, W. W. Longstreth, C. J.

Milne, D. Milne, R. Peters, Jr., E. K. Price, E. Robins, W. H.
Schoff.

In the absence of the Secretary, Mr. F. D. Langenheim was
called upon to act as such.

The Curator of Numismatics, Mr. F. D. Langenheim, re-

ported the receipt of the Plaque of Cardinal Mercier which was
authorized to be purchased at the February meeting, total cost

of which was $1.49, including all postages. The plaque which was
exhibited was much admired.

The Curator was authorized in conjunction with the Treas-

urer to purchase from time to time such medals issued by the

U. S. Mint as in his judgment would complete sets now in the

collection of the Society.

At the close of the business meeting, Mr. Wilfred H. Schoff

gave an address on “In the Footsteps of Marco Polo,” and on
motion, the sincere thanks and appreciation of the Society were
extended to Mr. Schoff for his exceptionally interesting and
informing subject. After which a bountiful collation was served
to the members and guests.
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April 26, 1926

The meeting was held at The Union League.

The members present (13): H. B. Brazier, H. P. Busch,

Harry L. Jefferys, F. Lynwood Garrison, Harrold E. Gillingham,

Hon. George Henderson, Albert Kelsey, F. D. Langenheim, W.
W. Longstreth, H. Longstreth, Walter Mclnnes, Richard Peters, Jr.,

Edward Hoopes.

In the absence of the President, Mr. F. D. Langenheim took

the chair.

In the absence of the Secretary, Mr. W. W. Longstreth was

called upon to act as such.

A letter from the President, Mr. David Milne, was read

regretting his inability tc attend.

A letter from the Treasurer was read in regard to the holding

of the securities belonging to the Society. After some discussion,

Mr. Gillingham made the following motion, duly seconded:
“
Re-

solved, that proper officers take the necessary measures to secure

the securities now held by the Aldine Trust Company and that

the Treasurer be directed to rent a safe deposit box in a trust

company convenient to him, in his name as the Treasurer of the

Society.” Motion duly carried.

The Treasurer presented his report, which, on motion, was

ordered to be received and filed.

The Chairman of the Entertainment Committee brought up

the matter of a Spring Outing, which after discussion was left

with the Committee. The Chairman of the Publication Com-
mittee reported that the Proceedings were in press.

Mr. Peters moved that the Entertainment Committee be

instructed to employ on suitable occasions the service of a stenog-

rapher at the meetings. Carried.

At the close of the business meeting the members formed a

round table conference for the exhibition of articles of antiquarian

and numismatic merit, which was followed by a collation.

October 12, 1926

A special meeting of the Numismatic and Antiquarian

Society was held by invitation of Mr. Howard Longstreth, Tues-

day, October 12, 1926.

Members present (20) : Messrs. Ashbrook, Brazier, Busch,

Chew, Garrison, Gillingham, Harris, Hearne, Henderson, Hoffman,
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Kneass, Langenheim, W. W. Longstreth, C. J. Milne, David

Milne, Peters, G. L. Reilly, J. Reilly, Jr., Scattergood, Woodhouse.

The members met at The Union League and left at 10 a. m.,

proceeding in automobiles to Memorial Hall, where the collections

on display were inspected. Mount Pleasant Mansion was next

visited, where Mr. Fiske Kimball gave a history of the house

from its erection by Captain John McPherson in 1761 to its acqui-

sition by Fairmount Park in 1868 and Dr. S. W. Woodhouse, Jr.,

described the furniture on loan in the various rooms. Woodford
Mansion was also visited, with interesting accounts of its history

and construction from Mr. Kimball and Dr. Woodhouse.

After passing Belmont Mansion and the Wynne House, the

party proceeded to Haverford College, where the Roberts Manu-
script Collection was open to inspection.

At Dove Mill House, the residence of Mr. Howard Longstreth,

the members were welcomed by their hostess, Mrs. Longstreth,

and with invited guests sat down to an elaborate luncheon. At
its conclusion Mr. Milne, the President of the Society, introduced

Mr. Francis Burke Brandt, who read a paper on “Adventures in

the Historic,” recounting his experiences in searching archives

and gathering historical matter.

Votes of thanks and appreciation for those who had spoken

during the day were offered and unanimously carried and by a

rising vote the thanks of the Society were expressed to its genial

host and hostess.

A collation was then served to the members and guests.

November 22, 1926

A stated meeting of the Society was held by invitation of

Mr. Walter Wood, at his residence, 1620 Locust Street.

Members present (19): Dr. Charles W. Burr, Henry Paul
Busch, Dr. Thomas H. Fenton, F. Lynwood Garrison, Harrold
E. Gillingham, Charles C. Harrison, LL.D., Hon. George H.
Henderson, Edward Hoopes, Strickland L. Kneass, F. D. Langen-
heim, Howard Longstreth, William W. Longstreth, Caleb J.

Milne, Jr., David Milne, Richard Peters, Jr., Garrett L. Reilly,

Ernest Spofford, Walter Wood, Dr. S. W. Woodhouse, Jr.

President Milne occupied the chair.

The minutes of the stated meeting of April 26, 1926, and
the special meeting of October 12, 1926, were read and, on motion,
approved.
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The report of the Treasurer, Mr. Edward Hoopes, showed a

balance of $123.90 in the Permanent Fund, $832.90 in the

General Fund and $141.62 in the Charles J. Cohen Endowment
fund, a total of $1098.42 in his hands. He also stated that he

had rented a box in the Real Estate Trust Company in the name
of Edward Hoopes, Treasurer of the Numismatic and Antiquarian

Society, and that the securities received from the Aldine Trust

Company had been deposited therein. The report was approved

and ordered spread upon the minutes.

Fig. 3

MEXICAN BORDER MEDAL

The Curator of Numismatics, Mr. F. D. Langenheim, reported

the accession of 98 coins and medals and 18 notes since the April

meeting. He read the letter accompanying the gift of two medals

and a plaque and exhibited various medals received and others

purchased.

New Jersey’s Mexican Border Service Medal. Designed and

struck by Davison’s Sons of Philadelphia. Obverse: Military

Crest of New Jersey, a lion’s head collared with four lozenges;

below a wreath of oak leaves. Reverse : Graceful figure of Liberty,
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with sword, eagle to right; to left shield with Arms of New Jersey.

(Fig. 3.)

The American Numismatic Society and the New York His-

torical Society have issued a medal commemorating the tercen-

tenary of the purchase of Manhattan Island in 1626.

Mr. MacNeil, who designed the medal, has sought to express

the progress that has taken place on the island in the 300 years

that are past on the obverse. On the reverse, the thought is to

symbolize the ideals which have led to the city’s present greatness.

(Fig. 4.)

Fig. 4

MANHATTAN ISLAND MEDAL

To commemorate the opening of the new bridge spanning

the Delaware River between Philadelphia and Camden on July 5,

a plaque has been issued. Leon Hermant, sculptor for the bridge,

was commissioned to execute the model for the plaque. He had
the co-operation of Paul P. Cret, architect, and Ralph Modjeski,

chief engineer, for the Delaware River Bridge Commission.

The bridge has the largest suspension span in the world.

The roadway can accommodate six lines of traffic, while four track

spaces stand ready for rapid transit. Foot walks are provided

outside the track space. Six thousand automobiles can cross the

bridge hourly. The length of the bridge and approaches is 9,570

feet (1.81 miles). The main span is 1,750 feet between centers of

piers. The bridge structure is 128 feet wide. The towers rise

380 feet above the water, and a clearance of 135 feet above high
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water is afforded over a width of 800 feet in the center of the

bridge. (Fig. 5.)

The Bennington Half Dollar commemorates the 150th Anni-

versary of the creation of the independent State of Vermont, July,

1777. Design by Charles Keck. Obverse, portrait of Ira Allen,

founder of Vermont. The proceeds will be used as a nucleus of a

permanent fund for supporting historical research and fostering

interest in Vermont history. (Fig. 6.)

The Sesqui-Centennial Commemorative Coins are struck in

very low relief. But as they are not intended for circulation and

consequently will not be subject to wear, this is not a serious fault.

Fig. 5

DELAWARE RIVER BRIDGE PLAQUE

They are slightly dish shaped, and the high rim will afford protec-

tion to the designs. Neither of the coins has a milling.

Independence Hall and the Liberty Bell are the designs

selected for the reverses. The Hall and the Bell have for 150

years been associated with the sentimental side of the Signing of

the Declaration of Independence and have become almost sacred

in the eyes and minds of the people. It was only natural that they

should be selected to adorn the reverse of the coins, although

their use prevented the artist from originating designs typical of

the occasion they commemorate. The portraits of Washington

and Coolidge and the Liberty Bell are exceptionally good, and,

all things considered, the silver coin is the more attractive.

With the gold piece, the one thing that suggests itself is that

the coin is not large enough for the designs it carries. If the
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designs on the gold coins had been placed on the silver coins, and

vice versa, the effect of both pieces would probably have been

improved. (Fig. 7.)

Fig. 6

BENNINGTON HALF DOLLAR

The Chairman of the Committee on Publication, Mr. F. D.

Langenheim, submitted a report, which was, on motion, approved.

He invited attention to Winston’s estimate of $900 for printing

and binding volume 30 of the Proceedings
,
whereas the actual

cost to the Society was but $500. Total cost, including half

tones, addressing and postage being $617.51.

Fig. 7

SESQUI-CENTENNIAL COINS

The Historiographer, Mr. Henry Paul Busch, submitted

memorial sketches of the late John D. Mcllhenny and Clement

B. Newbold, which was ordered spread upon the minutes. The
following memorials were read:

Clement B. Newbold

Member, 1919

Born July 25, 1857
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Clement Buckey Newbold was active in financial, club and

social circles in Philadelphia, but did not share in the activities

of our Society and was little known to the members except through

other associations.

Mr. Newbold was the son of John S. Newbold. He attended

the University of Pennsylvania with the class of 1877, but left

in junior year to enter his father’s banking house, W. H. Newbold’s

Son & Co., of which he later became senior partner.

On February 20, 1887, Mr. Newbold married Miss Mary
Dickinson Scott, daughter of Col. Thomas A. Scott. Mrs. New-
bold died May 2, 1905. He is survived by a son, Clement B., Jr.,

at Princeton University, and two daughters, Miss Anna S. New-
bold and Mrs. Stephen Duncan Colburn.

John D. McIlhenny

Member, 1921

Bom October 7, 1866 Died November 23, 1925

John D. McIlhenny was born at Columbus, Georgia, where

his father, John McIlhenny, a civil engineer, had gone a few years

before to erect a plant for gas lighting. He remained as president

of the gas company and as owner of a cotton mill until 1877.

In that year he returned to Philadelphia and entered the partner-

ship of Helm and McIlhenny, manufacturers of gas meters.

John D. McIlhenny, the subject of this sketch, lived in Phila-

delphia from 1877 until his death. He was graduated from the

Central High School with highest honors in 1885. He entered

business with his father and was a member of that firm until his

death. In addition to the gas meter business he was actively

interested in public utility companies, being a director of the

Washington, D. C., Gaslight Company, Counties Gas and Electric

Company of Philadelphia, and Portsmouth, Virginia, Gas

Company.
Mr. McIlhenny was highly esteemed and beloved by a large

circle of friends and acquaintances, but he did not seek publicity

and was far less known to his townsmen in general than his work
in their behalf deserved.

His great interest in various branches of art, combined with

good business judgment, caused his help to be much sought after.

His chief efforts were in behalf of the Pennsylvania Museum and

School of Industrial Art, of which he became President in 1920.
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He was also a Director of the Art Alliance and a Trustee of the

Fairmount Park Art Association.

At the time of his death he was a Director-elect of The

Union League and was a member of the Art Club and Rittenhouse

Club.

In our Society he was a life member and a member of the

committee on Numismatics. The meeting at his residence in

Germantown, on April 21, 1924, was notable for a most interesting

display and description by our host of his large collection of

Oriental Rugs.

In 1898 he married Miss Frances G. Plumet, who survives

him, together with three children, Miss Bernice M., Mr. John D.,

Jr., and Mr. Henry P. Mcllhenny.

The Chairman of the Entertainment Committee, Mr. W. W.
Longstreth, reported progress.

On motion, the Treasurer was authorized to pay bills for

medals purchased for the Society by Mr. Langenheim.

On motion of Mr. Peters, the Society was instructed to express

the appreciation of the Society to the John C. Winston Company
for reducing their bill for printing and binding Vol. 30 of the

Proceedings from $900, their estimated cost, to $500.

On motion of Mr. W. W. Longstreth, the Treasurer was
authorized to make a contribution of $50 to The Historical Society

of Pennsylvania, in appreciation of the facilities afforded.

At the close of the business meeting a recess was taken to

listen to an address by Mr. Edward Warwick on “Costume
during the Middle Ages,” illustrated by lantern slides. Following

which, and on motion, the thanks and appreciation of the Society

were extended to the speaker.

The President expresses the pleasure at the presence of the

Society’s oldest member, Charles C. Harrison, LL.D., whereupon
Dr. Harrison made a few appropriate remarks, after which a

collation was served.

December 27, 1926

A stated meeting of the Numismatic and Antiquarian Society

of Philadelphia was held by invitation of Hon. George Henderson
at The Union League.
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Members present (18) : H. Bartol Brazier, Henry Paul Busch,

David S. B. Chew, F. Lynwood Garrison, Harrold E. Gillingham,

Edward Hoopes, Harry L. Jefferys, Charles F. Jenkins, F. D.

Langenheim, J. Bertram Lippincott, Howard Longstreth, W. W.
Longstreth, Caleb J. Milne, Jr., David Milne, Garrett L. Reilly,

Edward Robins, Ernest Spofford, Richard Peters, Jr.

President Milne occupied the chair.

The minutes of the November meeting were read and, on

motion, approved.

The report of the Treasurer, Mr. Edward Hoopes, showed a

balance in the Permanent Fund of $20.55, in the General

Fund of $800.74 and in the Charles J. Cohen Endowment Fund
$37.68, a total of $858.97 in his hands.

The Curator of Numismatics, Mr. F. D. Langenheim, reported

the accession of five pieces since the November meeting.

Messrs. Franklin Bache and St. George L. Sioussat, Ph.D.,

were elected resident members.

The President Messrs. Robins and Busch as auditors of the

Treasurer’s accounts and a Committee on Nominations consisting

of Messrs. Langenheim, Peters, Howard Longstreth, and W. W.
Longstreth.

At the close of the business meeting a recess was taken to

listen to an address by Mr. Franklin Bache on “Some Incidents

in the Life of Benjamin Franklin,” which was exceedingly well

illustrated by unpublished documents (see page 61). On motion

of Mr. Robins, the thanks and appreciation of the Society were

extended to Mr. Bache for his interesting and informing address.

After which a collation was served to the members and guests.

January 24, 1927

The meeting was held by invitation of Mr. Henry Paul Busch

at his residence, 1006 Spmce Street.

Members present (19) : H. Bartol Brazier, Henry Paul Busch,

David S. B. Chew, Andrew Wright Crawford, Thomas H. Fenton,

M.D., Hon. George Henderson, Edward Hoopes, Harry L. Jefferys,

F. D. Langenheim, W. W. Longstreth, Caleb J. Milne, David

Milne, T. Morris Perot, Jr., Richard Peters, Jr., Eli Kirk Price,

John Reilly, Jr., Edward Robins, Ernest Spofford, S. W. Wood-
house, Jr.

The Treasurer, Mr. Edward Hoopes, submitted his annual

report, which showed a balance in the Permanent Fund of $20.55,
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in the General Fund of $1750.74 and in the Charles J. Cohen

Endowment Fund $37.68, a total of $808.97. Securities held by

the Treasurer.

The Curator of Numismatics, Mr. F. D. Langenheim, an-

nounced the addition of 103 pieces and 18 notes to the Cabinet

during 1926, making a total of 6,872 coins, medals and notes

deposited in Memorial Hall, Fairmount Park, and in addition

reported the accession of 125 pieces since the December meeting,

122 of which were the gift of a member.

The Librarian, Mr. W. W. Longstreth, submitted his report

showing some 2,350 volumes and 5,435 pamphlets and serial

publications.

The Chairman of the Membership Committee reported the

election of four members during the year.

The Recording Secretary reported that there are now 69

Resident Members, whereas in January, 1,026, there were but 67.

The Chairman of the Auditing Committee reported the

Auditors have examined the accounts of the Treasurer and found

them correct as duly certified on the annual report of the Treasurer

submitted at this meeting.

The annual election of officers and committees was held.

(See page 9.)

Mr. Langenheim invited attention to the request that Mr.
Gillingham’s paper on “Some Indian and Military Medals of

Award,” read before the Society February 15, 1926, be handed to

the Editor of The Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography
for publication, and, on motion of Mr. Price, the publication of

the paper in the said magazine was authorized, providing reference

is made to the fact that the address originally was delivered before

the Numismatic and Antiquarian Society.

At the close of the business meeting a recess was taken to

listen to an address by Charles W. Burr, M.D., on “ Early Ameri-
can Doctors.” On motion, the thanks and appreciation of the

Society were extended to Dr. Burr for his admirable address.

(See page 73.)

A collation was then served to the members and guests.

February 28, 1927

The meeting was held by invitation of Mr. H. Bartol Brazier

at The Union League.
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Members present (17): IT. B. Brazier, Henry Paul Busch,

A. E. Bye, Hon. George Henderson, Edwaqd Hoopes, W. W.
Hearne, H. L. Jefferys, A. Kelsey, F. D. Langenheim, Howard
Longstreth, W. W. Longstreth, David Milne, Caleb J. Milne, R.

Peters, Jr., John Reilly, Jr., Edward Robins, J. H. Scattergood.

In the absence of the Secretary, Mr. W. W. Longstreth was called

upon to act as such.

The report of the Treasurer, Mr. Edward Hoopes, for Janu-

ary, 1927, showed a balance in the Permanent Fund of $25.55,

in the General Fund $940.61 and in the Charles J. Cohen Endow-
ment Fund $37.68, a total of $1,003.84.

The Curator of Numismatics, Mr. F. D. Langenheim, an-

nounced the addition of five pieces since the January meeting.

On motion of Mr. Hoopes, the gift of 122 medals by Mr.

Harrold E. Gillingham was ordered to be entered on the minutes

of last meeting and the Secretary was instructed to send a letter

of thanks to the donor, expressing the warm thanks of the Society

for the gift.

Dr. Francis X. Dercum was elected a resident member, and

Dr. W. F. Albright was elected a corresponding member.

An invitation from the American Philosophical Society for

the two hundredth anniversary of the founding of the Society was

read and accepted, and the President was directed to appoint

delegates to the meeting if, on investigation, the Philosophical

Society desires delegates, or if the invitation included all the

members, the Secretary was instructed to enclose a card in notices

sent for the March meeting advising the members of the meetings.

The Committee on Program announced that Dr. Woodhouse
had invited the members to inspect the antique furniture at

Independence Hall. The invitation was accepted and after some

discussion the Committee on Program was instructed to arrange

for the date and hour.

Mr. Reilly reported that the Committee on Numismatics

had visited Memorial Hall to inspect the display of coins and

medals belonging to the Society.

It was moved and seconded that the Curator of Numismatics

be authorized to complete the Society’s set of medals of the Naval

and Presidential Series. Carried.

The meeting then adjourned to the exhibition of objects of

Numismatics and Antiquarian interest, followed by a collation.
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March 28, 1927

The meeting was held by invitation of Mr. John Reilly, Jr.,

at 2015 De Lancey Street.

Members present (17): Henry Paul Busch, Andrew Wright

Crawford, F. Lynwood Garrison, Harrold E. Gillingham, James

Russell Harris, Hon. George Henderson, Edward Hoopes, Strick-

land L. Kneass, F. D. Langenheim, Joseph G. Lester, Howard
Longstreth, W. W. Longstreth, Caleb J. Milne, David Milne,

Richard Peters, Jr., John Reilly, Jr., Joseph H. Reilly.

The report of the Treasurer, Mr. Edward Hoopes, showed a

balance in the Permanent Fund of $30.55, in the General Fund
$964.34 and in the Charles J. Cohen Endowment Fund $61.05.

The Curator of Numismatics, Mr. F. D. Langenheim, an-

nounced the addition of twenty pieces since the February meeting.

Mr. W. W. Longstreth, Chairman of the Committee on Pro-

gram, announced that Dr. Woodhouse would give a talk on the

Colonial furniture at Independence Hall in that building on

Thursday afternoon April 7, 1927, to which the members would

be invited.

The Historiographer, Mr. Busch, reported the death of Edwin
Swift Balch, Esq.

The Chairman of the Publication Committee, Mr. Langen-

heim, reported that some of the papers read prior to November,

1926, were in his hands for publication.

A letter dated March 25, 1927, from the Wyoming Historical

and Geological Society, respecting an Indian Survey of Pennsyl-

vania, was read and on motion of Mr. Garrison, seconded by Mr.
Milne, the Secretary instructed to write urging the importance

of the bill indicated in the letter and favor its adoption by the

Legislature.

The Treasurer read correspondence from Mr. Charles J.

Cohen, with reference to changing the name of the fund created

by him (Mr. Cohen).
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March 5, 1927.

Mr. Charles J. Cohen,

510 Ludlow Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

My dear Mr. Cohen:

At the request of the President of the Society, I am
writing to advise you of the condition of the Fund en-

dowed by you.

When the accounts were turned over to me in Janu-

ary, 1926, I received $1,100 Third Liberty Loan Bond,

$100 in Fourth Liberty Loan Bonds (making a total of

$1,200) and $90.62 uninvested. During the year I pur-

chased $100 Fourth Liberty Loan Bonds and, on January

1, had $37.68 uninvested.

We are all deeply appreciative of your good work

in creating this fund and interested in watching its steady

growth.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Edward Hoopes,

Treasurer.

March 10, 1927.

Mr. Edward Hoopes, Treasurer,

The Numismatic and Antiquarian Society of Philadelphia,

1300 Locust Street,

Philadelphia.

My dear Mr. Hoopes:

I have your letter of the Fifth instant and am much
gratified to know of the continued interest of the mem-
bership in the Fund. I would like to take this oppor-

tunity of suggesting the adoption of a title to the fund,

avoiding the use of my name, so that its purpose might

appeal generally to the members for the use originally

indicated.

With assurance of regard and appreciation, believe

me,

Sincerely yours,

(Signed) Charles J. Cohen.
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March 16, 1927.

Mr. Charles J. Cohen,

1520 Spruce Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

My dear Mr. Cohen:

I duly received your letter of the 10th, and comply-

ing with your request, I will suggest the adoption of a

different title for the endowment fund created by you.

My thought is that it might be termed “Publication

Fund,” with a notation “created by Charles J. Cohen.”

This latter could be omitted from the monthly report, if

you desire.

Is it your understanding that other funds could be

added to this original fund so as to expedite the time

when it would reach the $10,000 fixed by you?

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Edward Hoopes,

Treasurer.

March 17, 1927.

Mr. Edward Hoopes, Treasurer,

The Numismatic and Antiquarian Society of Philadelphia,

Philadelphia, Pa.

My dear Mr. Hoopes:

Replying to your letter of the sixteenth instant, it

would seem that your suggestion for the title of “Publi-

cation Fund” is ample and if it meets with the approval

of the Society it might be permanently adopted.

During my active membership it occurred to me that

such an endowment would be of advantage and shall

welcome the knowledge that it has become an impersonal

fund as indicated above.

Sincerely yours,

(Signed) Charles J. Cohen.
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See original letters of Mr. Charles J. Cohen, April 9, 1919,

Vol. 29 of Proceedings
,
page 25 and pages 33 and 34.

On motion, the proposed change of name was referred to the

officers to report at the April meeting.

At the close of the business meeting a recess was taken to

listen to an address by Mr. John Reilly, Jr., on “The Chinese and

their Coins,” at the close of which and upon motion the thanks

and appreciation of the Society were extended to Mr. Reilly for

his very interesting and scholarly address.

A collation was then served to the members and guests.

April 7, 1927

Members of the Numismatic and Antiquarian Society of

Philadelphia met at Congress Hall Thursday afternoon at 3.30

o’clock.

Dr. S. W. Woodhouse gave a delightfully interesting and

instructive peripatetic talk on the Colonial Furniture in Inde-

pendence Hall.

Members present (12) : H. Bartol Brazier, Henry Paul Busch,

Dr. Fiske Kimball, F. D. Langenheim, Howard Longstreth, W.
W. Longstreth, Caleb Milne, T. Morris Perot, Jr., Garrett L.

Reilly, J. Henry Scattergood, Horace W. Sellers, Dr. S. W.
Woodhouse.

April 25, 1927

The meeting was held by invitation of Mr. David S. B. Chew
at The Union League.

Members present (17) and a number of guests: H. B. Brazier,

S. B. Chew, Harrold E. Gillingham, Edward Hoopes, F. D.

Langenheim, J. B. Lippincott, Ii. Longstreth, W. W. Longstreth,

C. J. Milne, David Milne, R. Peters, Jr., E. Iv. Price, J. Reilly,

Jr., Edward Robins, W. H. Schoff, H. W. Sellers, S. W. Wood-
house, Jr.

President David Milne in the chair.

In the absence of the Secretary, Mr. F. D. Langenheim was

requested to act in his stead.

The report of the Treasurer, Mr. Edward Hoopes, showed a

balance in the Permanent Fund of $30.55, in the General

Fund $1,014.69 and in the Charles J. Cohen Endowment Fund
$65.29.
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The Curator of Numismatics, Mr. P. D. Langenheim, an-

nounced the addition of six pieces since the March meeting.

Upon motion, it was resolved to approve the purchases of

medals made by the Curator and to authorize him to purchase the

publication on the Preservation of Antiques.

Committee on Publication reported progress.

The Committee on Program reported that fellow member
Mr. Hoopes desired to entertain the Society at his West Chester

Farm some time in May. After discussion, it was left to Mr.

Hoopes to notify the members when it was convenient for him

to have them come.

In re the change of name of the Charles J. Cohen Endowment
Fund it was agreed to make such changes as would be agreeable

to Mr. Cohen. The officers were authorized to confer with said

gentleman in the matter.

Mr. Peters read a letter from Dr. W. F. Albright accepting

Corresponding Membership of the Society.

Discussion followed on the employment of a stenographer at

our meetings; it was agreed to leave it to the discretion of the

Program Committee.

At the close of the business meeting a recess was taken to

listen to an address by Mr. W. H. Schoff on ‘"‘An Historical

Pilgrimage in Portugal and Spain,” at the close of which and
upon motion the thanks and appreciation of the Society were

extended to Mr. Schoff for his very interesting and scholarly

address.

A collation was then served to the members and guests.

June 1, 1927

A special meeting of The Numismatic and Antiquarian

Society of Philadelphia was held by invitation of Mr. Edward
Hoopes at his country residence, Highland Farms, near West
Chester, on Wednesday, June 1, 1927.

Members present (15) : PI. B. Brazier, Henry Paul Busch, A.

E. Bye, David S. B. Chew, W. W. Plearne, E. Hoopes, F. D. Lang-
enheim, J. G. Lester, H. Longstreth, David Milne, R. Peters, Jr.,

E. K. Price, G. L. Reilly, H. W. Sellers, J. S. Stokes and a number
of guests, who assembled at The Union League and left at 4 P. M.
in automobiles furnished by the members. Upon arriving at

the farm, the President, Mr. David Milne, after a short speech,
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introduced Mr. Joseph Downs, Assistant Curator of the Pennsyl-

vania Museum, Memorial Hall, Fairmount Park, who spoke upon

“American Furniture and Crafts.” Fie began by taking those

present from room to room of the residence, going over the objects

of interest therein, furniture, glass, porcelain, pictures, etc. Upon
completion of this interesting subject, a bountiful luncheon was

served, after which an inspection of the stock and other objects

of interest on the farm took place.

Adjourned at 8.30 p. m.

See The Pennsylvania Museum Bulletin No. 82, Vol. XIX,
January, 1924; No. 85, Vol. XIX, April, 1924; No. 86, Vol. XIX,
May, 1924; No. 91, Vol. XX, January, 1925; No. 98, Vol. XXI,
December, 1925; No. 100, Vol. XXI, February, 1926; No. 101,

Vol. XXI, March, 1926; No. 103, Vol. XXI, May, 1926; No. 104,

Vol. XXI, June, 1926; No. 105, Vol. XXII, September, 1926;

No. 115, Vol. XXIII, October, 1927; No. 117, Vol. XXIII,

December, 1927.

November 28, 1927

A stated meeting of the Numismatic and Antiquarian Society

of Philadelphia was held by invitation of Mr. Garrett L. Reilly

at the Art Club on Monday November 28, 1927, at 8.15 o’clock.

Members present (17): H. Bartol Brazier, Charles W. Burr,

M.D., Henry Paul Busch, Arthur E. Bye, David S. B. Chew,

William W. Hearne, F. D. Langenheim, Caleb J. Milne, David

Milne, Richard Peters, Jr., Eli Kirk Price, Garrett L. Reilly,

Edward Robins, J. Henry Scattergood, George L. Sioussat, J.

Stogdell Stokes, Samuel W. Woodhouse.

Meeting called to order by the President, Mr. David M. Milne.

In the absence of the Secretary, Mr. F. D. Langenheim was

requested to act in his stead.

The minutes of the meetings held April 25 and June 1 were

approved as read.

The report of the Treasurer, Mr. Edward Floopes, showed a

balance in the Permanent Fund of $85.55, in the General

Fund $1,028.04 and in the Charles J. Cohen Endowment Fund
$88.67. The investments of the Society remain unchanged.

The Curator of Numismatics reported the accession during

the summer and exhibited: 7 Lindbergh medals, including the

Detroit, Paris and St. Louis medals; 2 Beethoven medals; Ver-

mont Sesqui-Centennial medal
;
Franklin and Volta medal; Volta
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Plaque; Canadian Confederation medal; 100th Anniversary

medal of B. & O. R. R.; Greenland coins; and 777 German,
Austria, etc., notes—a total of 78 medals and coins and 779 notes.

The purchase of an additional book containing 500 notes,

emergency money of several European countries, was left to the

discretion of the Committee on Numismatics.

The Curator exhibited a medal and plaque sent by Mr. J.

de Lagerberg; both were much admired. The purchase of these

at $15 was authorized.

Fig. 8

ST. LOUIS LINDBERGH MEDAL

Of the numerous medals that will probably be issued com-
memorating in some form the New York to Paris flight of Col,

Charles A. Lindbergh, May 20-21, 1927, the one issued by his St.

Louis backers will easily rank among the most meritorious. It is

3M inches in diameter and was designed by Sculptor Julio Kilenyi
of New York City.

On the obverse in the foreground is a standing figure of

Liberty in a joyful attitude, her head gracefully thrown back as
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she gazes at the airplane, the Spirit of St. Louis, overhead. In

her outstretched hand she holds a fleur-de-lis and in her left hand

a United States shield. At the sides in the background are, on

the left, the Statue of Liberty, and on the right the Eiffel Tower.

On the reverse is shown the Earth, the lower half submerged

in clouds, with a dotted line showing the route taken by Colonel

Lindbergh. Above soars the airplane. Below the following

inscription in five lines: COMMEMORATING THE FIRST
NEW YORK-PARIS FLIGHT BY CAPT. CHARLES A.

Fig. 8

REVERSE

LINDBERGPI, “SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS” NEW YORK,
MAY 20th, PARIS, MAY 21st, 1927. (Fig. 8.)

Lindbergh medal issued by Teterger: Bold and vigorous

treatment characterizes the Lindbergh medal issued by Henri

Teterger of Paris. The designs are by E. Blin of Paris. The
profile portrait of Lindbergh is quite different from other medallic

portraits, that have appeared, the face being much more mature.

The medal measures 2^i inches in diameter. (Fig. 9.)
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A specimen of the Lindbergh medal issued by the French

Government and struck at the Paris Mint is shown for your in-

spection. The medal was designed by Prud’Homme, noted

French artist and medalist. The obverse has a portrait of Lind-

Fig. 9

TETERGER LINDBERGH MEDAL

bergh, with appropriate inscription. The reverse has a map
showing the route taken on his flight, with the surrounding inscrip-

tion in latin, the translation of which is “CONQUERED BY
FLIGHT.” The medal is 2$4 inches in diameter. (Fig. 10.)

Fig. 10

PARIS LINDBERGH MEDAL

On May 9, 1927, the Federal Parliament House at Canberra
(the tcdcral Capital of Australia) was opened by H. R. IT the
Duke of York. To commemorate this important event in the
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history of Australia special commemorative coins and stamps

were issued on that day and were distributed through the banks

and post offices, respectively. The reverse bears the legend

PARLIAMENT HOUSE OF AUSTRALIA above and ONE
FLORIN below. The beginnings and ends of the legends are

divided by small ornaments. In the upper part of the field, in a

cartouche-like compartment is a representation of Parliament

House at Canberra, front view. In the lower part of the field

are two sceptres crossed, surmounted by a scroll-like compart-

ment of which the date 1927 is incuse. Below this compartment

can be seen the letters K.G., the initials of the designer, George

Kruger Gray. (Fig. 11.)

Fig. 11

AUSTRALIAN FLORIN

The purchase of the Book on Indian Peace Medals by B. L.

Belden was approved.

Thanking The Union League for the presentation of the

Coolidge Memorial medal was, upon motion, unanimously

approved.

The Programme Committee proposed that, as the December

meeting would fall upon the legal day to celebrate Christmas, the

meeting be held on the Monday previous, viz., the 19th.

The fact that the Seventieth Anniversary of the Society

would occur in December, the President stated he would entertain

the Society.

A pair of scales was presented to the Society through the

Secretary, Mr. Spofford.

The following memorials were read

:

Edwin Swift Balch

Bom March 27, 1856
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Edwin Swift Balch, 71, socially prominent and a noted

explorer and writer on scientific subjects, died at his home, 1634

Spruce Street, after a brief illness.

He was born here, a son of Thomas and Emily Swift Balch.

Through his mother he was a direct descendant of Thomas Willing

and Edward Shippen, both Mayors of this city and prominent

during Colonial days. He spent many of the early years of his

life in Europe, where his father resided fourteen years and where

he received his early education. He lived in this city all his life,

save for the time spent in travel and exploration. Was graduated

at Harvard in 1878, read law in the office of William Henry Rawle,

was admitted to the bar in 1882 but never practiced, devoting

his time to scientific research, exploration and writing. Mr.

Balch was married twice, his first wife, whom he married in 1904,

was Miss Eugenia H. McFarlane of Towanda, Pa., who traced

her lineage back to Colonial days. She died in February, 1921.

His second marriage took place November, 1924. His widow was

Miss Emily Tapscott Clark, daughter of Rev. William Meade
Clark, who for eighteen years was rector of St. James Episcopal

Church, Richmond, Va., and editor of the Southern Cross. A
brother, Thomas Willing Balch, an attorney, survives. He was
always a lover of art and gained distinction as an- artist through

landscapes shown at the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts

Exhibitions of 1887 and 1891 and at the Philadelphia Art Club.

His explorations covered Europe and America and out of them
grew many pamphlets, papers and books.

Pie was one of the scientists who defended the claim of Dr.

Frederick Cook to the discovery of the North Pole before Peary

reached it. His volumes, many of which were standards in their

fields, especially those dealing with geology, include the following:

Mountain Exploration 1 893

Comparative Art 1 906

North Pole and Bradley Land 1913

Mt. McKinley and Mountain Climbers Proofs. ... 1914

Art and Man 1918

Arts of the World 1920

Glaciers or Freezing Caverns 1900

And a work in memorial of his sister, Elsie W. Balch 1917

and of numerous papers, many of which were published in the

proceedings of the American Philosophical Society.
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He was a member of many learned societies and social clubs,

among which are

:

American Geographical Society.

American Philosophical Society.

Appalachian Mountain Club.

Franklin Institute.

Geographical Club, Philadelphia.

Numismatic and Antiquarian Society of Philadelphia.

National Geographical Society.

Sociedad Antonio Alzate, Mexico.

Wyoming Historical Association for the Advancement of

Science.

Royal Geographical Society, London.

Military Order of Foreign Wars.

Philadelphia Club.

Philadelphia Society of Artists.

Society of Colonial Wars.

Sons of the Revolution.

Services at Old Trinity P. E. Church, Oxford, Philadelphia.

Interment in adjoining churchyard.

Thomas Willing Balch

Member, 1918

Bom June 13, 1866 Died June 7, 1927

Mr. Balch was the son of Thomas and Emily Swift Balch,

was born in Wiesbaden, Nassau, Germany, while his family resided

abroad. He died at the Hotel Travmore in Atlantic City, N. J.,

after an illness from heart disease dating back to last fall.

He was educated and spent most of his life in Philadelphia,

but for the last ten years lived in Baltimore at “Guilford,” though

he maintained a residence at 1634 Spruce Street with his brother.

Mr. Edwin Swift Balch. Degrees from Harvard and University

of Pennsylvania. Began practice of law in 1895.

On May 26, 1923, he married Miss Dulany Whiting of

Baltimore.

International peace and the cause of arbitration as well as

the history of Revolutionary Philadelphia interested him. He
was one of the Vice-Presidents of the Historical Society of Penn-

sylvania. His interest as a scholar who wrote with painstaking
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care and accuracy was an inheritance from a father who had

written much along the same lines, and whose suggestion of the

arbitration of “the Alabama case,” growing out of the dispute

between England and the United States caused by the row over

the confederate cruiser “Alabama,” has been ascribed as the

beginning of the Geneva Tribunal.

Thomas Balch, the elder, for many years was prominent at

the Philadelphia Bar, a member of the Council of the Historical

Society and one of the founders of the Rittenhouse Club and the

Philadelphia Cricket Club. He was a son of Judge Lewis P.

Balch, of the Maryland Bar, whose father was Dr. Stephen

Bloomer Balch, the eminent divine who conducted the Presby-

terian Church at Georgetown, when the District of Columbia

was still new and Washington and Jefferson and Gallatin occa-

sionally came to the church. The ancestry in this country goes

back to John Balch, who came to Maryland from England, a

quarter-century before Penn landed on the Delaware, while the

record of the family has been carried back seven hundred years to

Edward Balch, who resided in the Hundred of Chryu in England,

1225. Through his maternal ancestry, Thomas Willing Balch

was related to another noted Philadelphia household, the Willings,

his mother, Emily Swift Balch, being a daughter of Joseph and
Eliza Willing Swift, the latter a daughter of George Willing, one

of the sons of Thomas Willing, the Revolutionary financier.

Writings: “Evolution and Mystery in the Discovery of

America” and many other works, some in French.

Services at Old Trinity P. E. Church, Oxford, Philadelphia.

Interment in adjoining churchyard.

The Society here took a recess to listen to an address by
John C. Rolfe, Litt.D., Ph.D., on “A Visit to Hadrian’s Wall.”

At the close of which and upon motion the thanks and appreciation

of the Society were extended to Mr. Rolfe for his very interesting

and scholarly address. (See page 87.)

A collation was then served to the members and guests.

Cuts and descriptions of coins and medals by the courtesy of

the American Numismatic Society and the American Numismatic
Association.
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December 19, 1927

A stated meeting was held by invitation of Mr. J. Henry

Scattergood at The Union League.

Members present (14): H. Bartol Brazier, F. Lynwood Gar-

rison, Harrold E. Gillingham, William W. Hearne, Edward
Hoopes, F. D. Langenheim, J. Bertram Lippincott, Howard
Longstreth, David Milne, Richard Peters, Jr., Edward Robins,

J . Henry Scattergood. Ernest Spofford, Samuel Woodhouse, J r. ,M .D

.

President Milne occupied the chair.

The report of the Treasurer, Mr. Edward Hoopes, showed a

balance in the Permanent Fund $85.55, in the General Fund of

$1,007.36 and in the Charles J. Cohen Endowment Fund $88.67,

a total of $1181.58 in his hands.

The Curator of Numismatics, Mr. F. D. Langenheim, reported

no accessions during the month.

On motion, the action of the Treasurer in transferring Mr.

Kelsey from annual to life membership was approved.

On motion, the Committee on the Cohen Trust Fund was

requested to report at the January, 1928, meeting.

On motion, the resignation of Mr. J. Lawrence Wetherill as

a resident member was accepted with regret.

Mr. G. Alexander Davison was nominated for resident

membership by Mr. David Milne.

The President appointed Messrs. W. W. Longstreth, Howard
Longstreth and F. D. Langenheim, a Committee on Nominations

to report at the annual meeting in January, 1928.

The following memorial was read

:

George Vaux, Jr.

Member, 1907

Bom December 18, 1863 Died October 23, 1927

George Vaux, Jr., was bom in Philadelphia, the son of George

Vaux and Sarah H. Morris. On his mother’s side he was de-

scended from Thomas Wynne, who came to Pennsylvania with

William Penn in October, 1682. His signature on his Welcome
Society proposal paper reads, George Vaux, Jr., IX, indicating so

many generations on his father’s side. He married Mary W.
James on April 2, 1907.
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Mr. Vaux was graduated from Haverford in 1884. He then

went to the University of Pennsylvania for one year in the Wharton

School with the class of ’86 and then to the Law School, from

which he was graduated in 1888.

He practiced law in Philadelphia, but is probably best known

for his active interest in Indian affairs and in Prison Reform. He
was chairman of the U. S. Board of Indian Commissioners.

He was also interested in Geology and Mineralogy, contribut-

ing several papers to the proceedings of the Academy of Natural

Sciences, among which was “Researches on Glaciers in British

Columbia.” He was a member of the American Philosophical

Society and many others.

In 1907 he became a member of The Numismatic and Anti-

quarian Society, but the records do not show that he ever was

active in its affairs.

At the close of the business meeting a recess was taken to

listen to an address by Herman V. Ames, Ph.D., Dean of the

Graduate School of the University of Pennsylvania, on “The
Public Career of Benjamin Franklin, a Life of Service,” after

which the sincere thanks and appreciation of the Society were

extended to Dr. Ames for his exceedingly interesting, instructive

and scholarly address. A collation was then served.
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SOME INCIDENTS IN THE LIFE OF

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN

By Mr. Franklin Bache

{Read at the Meeting of the Society December 27, 1926 )

President Milne: Fellow members and guests of the

Society, I do not know that there could be presented before the

Society any subject of such unceasing interest as Benjamin

Franklin. You all know that he was born in Boston, but never-

theless we regard him as a Philadelphian because it was here

that many of his achievements were attained. I understand we
are to have the pleasure of seeing tonight certain original docu-

ments which have never been presented before. Now, those

who are members of the Philosophical Society are probably aware

that that Society has, I think it is thirteen thousand and eight

hundred writings of Benjamin Franklin; and the University of

Pennsylvania has a very large number, but just how many there

are I cannot say. There is, I have been told, not a State in the

Union that has not a Franklin County; we have here in Phila-

delphia three statues of Franklin, one down on the pavement of

the Post Office contains the celebrated eulogy of George Wash-
ington, and what makes the occasion tonight of peculiar interest

is that we are to hear of certain incidents in the life of Benjamin

Franklin, illustrated by these documents I have spoken of, from

his great-great-grandson, Franklin Bache. You may recall that

Benjamin Franklin’s daughter Sarah, or Sally as she was familiarly

known, and who was a devoted attendant of his, married Richard

Bache; Mr. Bache is a distinguished engineer and bears the name
of Franklin and also the marriage name of Franklin’s daughter.

I have the pleasure of presenting to you Mr. Franklin Bache.

Mr. Bache : Mr. President, Mr. Milne and members, I

appreciate very much the honor I have of speaking before you.

When my friend Judge Henderson asked me if I would come down
and bring some papers from my small collection, I said I would

be delighted to do so. I have never had them out of the house,

because the pleasure I get from, them is by showing them to my
friends when they come around. Many have never been pub-

lished, I am not publishing them now. They are at my house,
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where it is a pleasure for me to show them. I have not prepared

any remarks about these documents
;

I have only been able to get

them out of the vault I keep them in at half-past seven tonight.

I will just go along with such remarks as come to my mind as I

hand you the papers.

There are several things here which I think may be interesting.

I have here what is possibly, though I do not know, the earliest

Franklin account book. There is a scarcity of Franklin account

books. This seems to be a collection of little slips apparently

receipts from other people to his mother-in-law, Sarah Read, for

moneys paid by Sarah Read to these other people. At some

point (which seems difficult to find in the book) are Franklin’s

remarks about closing this account. The first entry is one of these

written slips and goes back to 1717, which was before Franklin

came to Philadelphia. The whole book is really a Sarah Read
book, and the only Franklin interest in it is that he was her son-in-

law and the entry signed by Franklin stating he closed the account

and that his wife had received twenty pounds and some pence.

I don’t remember the date of this [referring to another docu-

ment]. This is a list of undelivered letters in the Philadelphia

Post Office of a certain date. It is rather badly marked up and

almost looks as though children had played with it.

I have another book which I did not bring down, the Post

Office account. Apparently, Franklin sold Post Office services

on credit and when somebody sent a letter to Richmond or Charles-

ton, he did not always pay for it and Franklin put down, “So-

and-so owes us so much for sending this letter.” The Post Office

account is more interesting and has more of himself in it than the

list. When I picked this out, I thought I had the other book.

This is undated.

This is a more interesting book to Philadelphians; it is

marked “Shop Book, 1738.” In these books you will find

Franklin’s handwriting, also that of his wife, his mother-in-law

and apprentices in other places. In this book about nine-

tenths is not his handwriting but some is. For instance, here is

an entry, “ My mother Read debtor for one pound of tea, telescope,

glasses, six pounds of sugar”—when he refers to his “mother” it

is in his handwriting. This [indicating] is an account for

almanacs, two gross of almanacs sent up to Allentown. Mr.

William Wilson for two calendars. The whole total of the account

two shillings six pence
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Many of the entries are in Franklin’s handwriting, most are

not. I do not suppose there is any reason to publish them, as

they are of no historical interest.

I come now to an account which is more interesting, and

which does have historic interest. So far as I know it has not

been published, although I am not certain; there have been so

many publications of Franklin’s writings and I would not at-

tempt to say positively that anything I have has never

been published. However, if it has, I have not seen it.

This is interesting in this way. Franklin was Deputy Postmaster

General of the Colonies. At the outbreak of the Revolution he

wished to have a settlement of his account with the King. He
had been taking in money and paying it out and on balance he

owed the King some money. He got John Foxcroft, whom we
all know of, and Francis Dashwood—and right here is a very

curious thing, it is so easy to confuse yourself. Franklin had a

friend in England who was later Lord de le Spencer. Before he

inherited the title he was Francis Dashwood, and was the man
with whom Franklin collaborated in writing the revised “Book of

Common Prayer.” When I saw this name, Francis Dashwood,

I jumped to the conclusion that he was his friend in England, but

was corrected after asking a friend of mine in New York about it,

who promptly told me that this Francis Dashwood was Post-

master in Jamaica and not de le Spencer. In the same way I

have a letter of Franklin’s signed “Genet.” A Genet later was

French minister to this country and I jumped to the conclusion

that the letter was from that Genet. But I found it was from

Genet’s father.

The wording of the account is interesting. When the war

broke out, just before Franklin went to England, it is dated

Philadelphia, October 15, 1776, which was, I think, immediately

before he sailed to England. It is signed by John Foxcroft and

Francis Dashwood and reads as follows: “We, the subscribers,

Deputy Postmaster General and Secretary of the Post Office in

America, appointed by the Postmaster General of Great Britain,

do hereby certify that Benjamin Franklin, late in the same office,

did this day exhibit to us his account, which we have examined

and compared with the Controller’s books and with receipts of

the Receiver General produced to us, and we do find the same to

agree with some small additional charges, except for and that there

is in his hands due to the Home Office the sum of 973 pounds and
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5 shillings sterling, which balance he tendered to us in currency,

but we, having no authority to settle the said accounts and receive

the balance, did refuse the same. Witness our hands, John

Foxcroft and Francis Dashwood.”

That was in 1776. When Franklin came back from France

in 1785, nine years afterward, when he was in his eightieth year,

he put on the opposite page this entry: ‘‘After the settlement on

the opposite page, the King of Great Britain made war upon us,

took Philadelphia by his armies, drove my family out of my house

and his officers lived in it during their possession, plundered it in

various ways and did damage to my estate for which the said

King is justly chargeable, namely, House Rent 200 pounds.”

[Mr. Bache read the other items of the account and. the book

was passed to the members present.]

In this account book most of the entries are not in Frank-

lin’s hand, but in the bodv of the account in his own hand he took

the trouble to enter, ‘‘Memorandum, Philadelphia, October 18th,

1776. I this day got Messrs. Foxcroft and Dashwood and com-

pared this account with the Controller’s books and received the

general receipts and other vouchers and obtained from them a

certificate that they found the accounts correct and the above

balance to be right, with an acknowledgment I tendered them

the said balance in currency which they could not receive for want

of orders.” Signed, ‘‘B. F.” ‘‘See the certificate affixed at the

end of this book.” And he then goes into some details about the

rate of exchange. At any rate, he settled his account with the

King satisfactorily to himself.

When Franklin went abroad his chief purpose was to get

military and financial aid. lie devoted most of his time to getting

money from France to run this country during the Revolution.

He started in soon after he landed. But before he arrived he had

had some quite aide forerunners; in the first place, there was

Beaumarchais. Beaumarchais was the author of the plays,

“Figaro” and “The Barber of Seville,” which were used by
Mozart and Rossini for their operas. Beaumarchais was the son

of a watchmaker named Caron, who had some means but no posi-

tion in court. Beaumarchais was an active man, very able and
diversified in his activities. He made a very small watch, a very

minute watch, which he took to the court of Louis XV for Madame
Pompadour. Louis XV took a fancy to him and he was appointed

tutor to the Princesses.
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After being in court for a while and attaining some position,

he married a lady who owned a place, “Beaumarchais,” so he

changed his name to that of his wife’s estate and became Beau-

marchais. He was sent to England by Louis XV to try to buy

from a blackmailer some letters or papers which reflected on the

early chastity of Madame Pompadour, and to suppress their

publication. M. Beaumarchais was so very successful in pro-

tecting Madame Pompadour’s reputation that when the next occa-

sion offered, with the same blackmailer as the villain alleging that

Louis XVI was not able to have progeny and therefore the Dauphin

could not be his child, over went Beaumarchais to England again.

While there he met Arthur Lee, who was an interesting man him-

self. He was born in America, educated at Eton and Oxford, took

the degree of medicine at Edinburgh and then went back to prac-

tice medicine in Charleston, South Carolina. When the Stamp

Act was passed he returned to England, studied law and was

admitted to the Bar and had a considerable practice. He met

Beaumarchais, and being of one mind as to aid for America from

France, talked of what he and Beaumarchais should do to get

French assistance. About the same time Silas Dean was sent

abroad by the Congress as a member of the Secret Committee,

and the three met in France. Before Franklin arrived, Beau-

marchais arranged for money from the French Government and

for arms and ammunition, and organized a fictitious firm in Spain

ostensibly to trade with America, but which was really designed

to get munitions over here from France without formally com-

mitting the French King.

So the situation was in fair shape when Franklin came.

When he arrived, the work had been started and Beaumarchais

was the man who gave Franklin more preliminary help than

anyone. After the treaty was made, the French Government

both gave and loaned us money and here are copies, signed by

Franklin, of some of the notes which he gave France for money

loaned to us. He evidently started with manuscript notes.

Here is one signed by him for 750,000 livres, and here is another

one signed by Franklin and Silas Dean; this is for 750,000 livres.

Here is still a third one, signed by Franklin, Arthur Lee and John

Adams, also for 750,000 livres. These are the manuscript ones.

A little later, after he had the money coming fairly well, he

had the notes printed in regular forms I do not mean he had

them printed, but he printed them himself. He established a
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printing press of his own where he lived at Passy, near Paris.

He printed these notes on the “Passy Press,” which to printing

people is quite famous. That this was printed on the Passy Press

is, I believe, certain, on account of the twelve point “Cicero”

type, which has not been found in use elsewhere at that time.

The only place where this twelve point “Cicero” was then used

was on the Passy Press. And you will notice the remarkable

paper used. Here is a duplicate. He kept a copy of what he

delivered to the French Government, and it says on the bottom

here that this “is to serve as an exact copy” of one which he had

delivered today, and you can read the French here yourself. It

simply says, “We agree to repay to the French Treasury so much,

at 5% a year, on such and such a date.” And you will note the

“indentation.”

The original notes which he delivered to France I have never

seen. Presumably when he kept these copies and got the money
from France, he gave the French the others—the originals. I

thought when we paid the debt we probably got the notes back.

So I was in Washington one day and went to the Treasury Depart-

ment and saw the Assistant Treasurer. He took much trouble in

looking into the matter, and said they did not have them. He gave

me certain articles that had been written by Treasury officials as to

the public debt and none of them mentioned these notes, although

the amounts were stated. Further investigation disclosed that

the loan was afterwards consolidated, perhaps consolidated twice;

it was consolidated once in France before Franklin left there, and

later in this country.

The originals may be in Paris, but they should be in Wash-
ington marked “Paid” or “Cancelled.”

When Franklin needed money for us he would go to Vergennes,

Minister of Foreign Relations, and get it and take up Congress

drafts on him. Franklin procured the needed money in relatively

small amounts on his repeated personal applications and evidenced

the receipt of these notes, his retained copies of which I show you.

Later the loans were consolidated and he then wrote to Robert

R. Livingston, August 12, 1782:

“All the accounts against us . . . made the debt amount to

the even sum of eighteen millions, exclusive of the Holland loan

(ten millions)
,
for which the King is guarantee. I send a copy of the

instrument to Mr. Morris. In reading it, you will discover .several

fresh marks of the King’s goodness towards us, amounting to the
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value of near two millions. These added to the free gifts before

made to us at different times, form an object of at least twelve

millions, for which no returns but that of gratitude and friendship

are expected. These, I hope may be everlasting.”

In a letter to Samuel Huntington, on March 12, 1781, Franklin

says:

‘‘He (Vergennes) assured me of the King’s good will to the

United States; remarking, however, that being on the spot I

must be sensible of the great expense France was actually engaged

in, and the difficulty of providing for it, which rendered the lending

us twenty-five millions at present impracticable . . . but that

. . . his Majesty had resolved to grant them the sum of six

millions not as a loan but as a free gift.”

This is a commentary on our credit at that time. But we
needed the money very badly and we got it. The way I became

interested in this, or rather, my son did, was a remark made by

Senator Borah, who is chairman of our Foreign Relations Com-
mittee, about a year ago. He made the statement in the Senate

that we had repaid France every cent that we ever received

from that country. Senator Bruce of Maryland, who knows
something about Franklin, in fact wrote a book on him, contra-

dicted Senator Borah and I think he referred to Professor Latane

of Johns Hopkins, and Latane got the facts and gave them to

Bruce and Bruce put them in the Record; Borah had a very lame

reply. As a matter of fact, in the Revolution we got about

45,000,000 livres from France, and only paid back 35,000,000.

The other ten was a gift; we were never asked to return it. Out

of 45,000,000 livres we returned 35,000,000 and we did not pay

it any more promptly than France is paying us, although the

interest rate was reduced. I do not think it behooves us to be

too critical of the French at this time.

There is a gentleman in Philadelphia whom you all know,

Mr. Oswald Chew, a brother of David S. B. Chew, who is very

much interested in our relations with France, and at his own
expense published a book including a number of articles, one by

Latane and one by my son to which I have been referring. Mr.

Chew wrote an exceedingly good preface. This book was sent

to members of Congress. The circulation was not very large

because of the great expense. However, the Lafayette-Washington

Society took it up and reprinted practically all of Mr. Chew’s

book, I think about 10,000 copies were distributed, and it may
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have done some good. I think none of us want France forgiven

all her debt, and I think we have gone as far as we should, but I

don’t think it is fair to permit such a misleading remark as that

of Senator Borah without correction.

I guess that is about all as to the accounts. Here is a note

which is interesting. I think it is about the first appointment of

a Postmaster in Philadelphia under the Continental Congress.

Benjamin Franklin appointed his son-in-law, Richard Bache,

postmaster of Philadelphia in 1 775, the year before the Declaration

of Independence. I don’t know whether this commission was

printed by Franklin or not; it is unquestionably signed by him.

I won’t hand it around because it is rather brittle.

Now, this is the Journal of Congress from January 1 to Feb-

ruary 1, 1779. It belonged to Franklin. This, together with the

other Journals, was sent by the Secretary of Congress, Charles

Thomson, to Franklin in France. Congress published only one

issue in folio form and then republished these in quarto. A few

years ago there were only three or four of these folios extant and

the Library of Congress had none of them and wanted to get this,

but I thought I would keep it. It later did get one and this is

either the fourth or fifth of these prized journals. This is the

January, 1779, issue and the only one of that size. I will hand it

around but I don’t think you had better take it out, because it is

very brittle.

Referring to that Passy Press of which I was just speaking,

I intended to bring down tonight with me a passport printed on

the Passy Press. They are rare. Franklin issued on behalf of

the United States a few passports and he printed them at Passy

on his own press and I believe they are regarded as the very best

work done at Passy. There is a gentleman who does some won-

derful printing at Cambridge, Bruce Rogers, and he printed this

book [indicating] with reproductions of four different Passy pass-

ports, and I intended to get mine out because he asked that I

compare mine with these, to see if I had a fifth or a duplicate of one

of those printed by him, but I could not dig it out tonight. I wish

I had been able to, so I could have shown it to you, but it is very

much like this.

The amusing thing to me here is that Franklin, with his

humble origin, took an interest in his ancestors, and when he went

to England he went up to Northamptonshire, whence his people

came, and dug around and found out something about the Frank-
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lins and discovered they had a coat of arms—if he did not discover

they had a coat of arms he made one up, and there it is. Franklin

was ahead of his country. Because the country was very new we
had no arms and he thought our passports should be at least as

stylish as those of any country; so at the bottom he had printed

“Our Anns” and here are “Our Arms,” which happen to be

those which Franklin found for his own family.

The only other items I have here are a couple of maps. These

maps belonged to Franklin and the interesting connection between

Franklin and this map is that it is a Lewis Evans map. Lewis

Evans was not the maker of the first map of this country, but

this was probably the best known and most used. I think he was

slightly older than Franklin, and they were friends. His daughter

married Mr. Barry, Captain Barry, a sea captain, and Franklin’s

wife became the godmother of one of Mrs. Barry’s children.

Franklin wrote to his wife that Mrs. Barry had just had a child

born in Africa and commented that it was appropriate for the

daughter of a geographer. “She had one child born in America,

one in Asia and now a third in Africa.”

Franklin had a friend, Thomas Pownall, who was the Gov-

ernor of Georgia and of Massachusetts and Deputy Governor of

New Jersey at various times. Pownall also was a friend of Lewis

Evans. This plate was engraved and I believe the first printing

was done in Philadelphia by James Turner. The first was in 1749

and new and revised issues were made from time to time, which

are interesting because they show the progress of the geographical

knowledge of the country. Pownall during the Revolution wrote

to Franklin stating he had the plate in England and he would get

a new edition of the map out and devote the proceeds, if any, to

Mrs. Barry. So he did. Just before Franklin was sailing for this

country from France he received this copy which I have here, with

five or six others of the same map, and brought them to this

country with him. A gentleman in England named Stevens has

gotten out an interesting booklet not only of this map but of the

several revisions of the original issue. If any would care to look

at it, there it is.

This is another map connected with Franklin. It is a French

map on which has been imposed the Gulf Stream with sailing

directions so that ships coming from Europe to this country would

be able to avoid the Gulf Stream. The way this map came about

is interesting, and I can give it to you in the exact words of Frank-
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lin, taken from a letter which he wrote to M. David Le Roy, in

August of the year 1785:

“Vessels are sometimes retarded, and sometimes forwarded

in their voyages, by currents at sea, which are often not perceived.

About the year 1769 or 70, there was an application made by the

Board of Customs at Boston, to the Lords of the Treasury in

London, complaining that the packets between Falmouth and

New York were generally a fortnight longer in their passages than

merchant ships from London to Rhode Island, and proposing

that for the future they should be ordered to Rhode Island instead

of to New York. Being then concerned in the management of

the American postoffice, I happened to be consulted on the occa-

sion: and it appearing strange to me, that there should be such a

difference between two places scarce a day’s run asunder, espe-

cially when the merchant ships are generally deeper laden, and

more weakly manned than the packets, and had from London

the whole length of the river and channel to run before they

left the land of England, while the packets had only to go from

Falmouth, I could not but think the fact misunderstood or mis-

represented. There happened then to be in London a Nantucket

sea captain of my acquaintance, to whom I communicated the

affair. He told me he believed the fact might be true; but the

difference was owing to this, that the Rhode Island captains were

acquainted with the Gulf Stream, which those of the English

packets were not. ‘We are well acquainted with that stream,’

says he, ‘because in our pursuit of whales, which keep near the

sides of it, but are not to be met within it, we run down along the

sides, and frequently cross it to change our side; and in crossing it

have sometimes met and spoke with those packets, who were in

the middle of it, and stemming it. We have informed them that

they were stemming a current, that was against them to the

value of three miles an hour; and advised them to cross it and get

out of it; but they were too wise to be counselled by simple

American fishermen. When the winds are but light,’ he added,

‘they are carried back by the current more than they are for-

warded by the wind; and, if the wind be good, the subtraction of

seventy miles a day from their course is of some importance.’

I then observed it was a pity no notice was taken of this current

upon the charts, and requested him to make it out for me, which

he readily complied with, adding directions for avoiding it in

sailing from Europe to North America. I then procured it to be
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engraved by order from the general post-office, on the old chart of

the Atlantic, at Mount and Page’s, Tower Hill; and copies were

sent down to Falmouth for the captains of the packets, who slighted

it however; but it is since printed in France, of which editions I

hereto annex a copy.”

These [indicating on the map] are the sailing directions in

French for avoiding the Gulf Stream; I translated them and

found them highly technical.

Here are four visiting cards of the day and one I thought

would be interesting to Philadelphians in view of the book which

has recently been written about Jefferson and Hamilton, I forget

the author’s name. This is the card of Mrs. Bingham, who was

regarded by the writer of that book as the embodiment and

personification of aristocracy. That is evidence of the fashion

and style of visiting cards of that day [handing the card around].

Here is an invitation to dinner [handing it around].

And there is an invitation to Franklin from the President of

Congress to dinner. It is not nearly so nice as Mayor Kendrick

gets out now. Here is a very stylish one [handing the card

around]

.

This is the last thing I have to take your time with. It has

never been published; I only read it myself about a year ago. I

got it from a bundle of old family letters. It is a letter from

Benjamin Franklin’s grandson, Benjamin Franklin Bache, who
had been educated by Franklin in Switzerland and lived with him
in Passy and came back to this country with him when he was a

lad of about sixteen. He went to the University of Pennsylvania

and was graduated there in 1789 or 1790. After Franklin’s

death he edited The Aurora and lived until 1798, when he died of

yellow fever. He was a very able man. He opposed Hamilton

and incidentally Washington vigorously; he was so sincere in his

beliefs in democracy as set forth by Jefferson and as not set forth

by Hamilton that when he knew he was dying, three days before

his death he made his will and in it requested his wife that his

four boys, the youngest of whom was a few months old and the

oldest about eight or nine years old, should be brought up in

“the principles of civil liberty.” That was in his will at the age

of twenty-nine. Evidently there must have been great sincerity

in the people who were opposing Hamilton’s idea of a strong

Federal government. Of course, he was very young and was

carried away more or less by the enthusiasm of Jefferson.
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But to get back to his letter. He was engaged to a young

woman of Danish or French extraction who came from the West

Indies, a Miss Markoe; her uncle lived in the block where the

Post Office in Philadelphia is now. He was the only person

present when Franklin died, and this is the only description of

the deathbed. It is dated May 2, 1790. [The extract was read

by Mr. Bache to the meeting.]

That is about all the letter contains about his grandfather’s

death. I am very much obliged to you, Judge Henderson.

Chairman Milne: Gentlemen, this talk has been of great

interest to us concerning this most illustrious man, a man who
only had two years of schooling but who became self-educated

and actually stood before a king. You will recall the words of

the Good Book, “Seest thou a man diligent in business, he shall

stand before kings,” and this one certainly did. Franklin, I

think, had a fortune of about $150,000, I believe it was estimated

at the time of his death.

Mr. Bache has given a very human interest to these docu-

ments that he has brought forth for our inspection, and has allowed

us to handle them, and I am sure we feel very greatly indebted

to him for his courtesy and his great liberality, I might say, in

showing them to us with such an intimate touch.
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EARLY PHILADELPHIA DOCTORS

By Charles W. Burr, M.D.

(Read at the Meeting of the Society, January 24, 1927)

President Milne: Gentlemen, the theme of this evening,

“Early American Doctors,” is one peculiarly appropriate to

Philadelphia. It was here that the first American medical school

was established, in 1765, and it is most fitting that the address

should be delivered by the speaker, our fellow townsman. He is

associated with that school, he has been one of the professors there

for over a quarter of a century, a professor on mental diseases,

neurologist of the Philadelphia General Hospital, associated with

a number of medical societies; in fact, he carries out the tradition

of the school with which he is associated—dignified, scholarly,

eminent in his profession and, not the least of his honors, I think,

is that he is a member of our Society.

I am very glad to present my friend and my fellow school-

mate of many years ago, Dr. Charles W. Burr.

Dr. Burr: Gentlemen, Mr. President, I feel as if I were

sailing under false colors or false pretences; I am not a Numis-

matist and I am not an Antiquarian, unless I have attained to

that age where one himself becomes a specimen. Your President

made one mistake, I am not going to talk about early American

doctors, I am going to talk about early Philadelphia doctors. If

I were to try to talk about early American doctors, you would be

here all night and many other nights before I got through; it is

too big a task and I am going to talk about a very little thing.

I may once in a while wander off a bit, but if I can hold your

attention you will find that after a while I get back to what I

began to speak about. For example, Philadelphia is a very new
city as history goes; it is one of the youngest cities in the world,

and yet Philadelphia has lived through and seen grow the whole

science of medicine. When Penn came over here the shackles of

Galen still gripped the neck of medical thought
;
the early doctors

of this town used for their text-books the works of Galen and

Hippocrates. More than fifty years before 1681, Harvey had

discovered the circulation of the blood, yet it played almost no

part in medicine until more than fifty years after Penn came over
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here, which shows how slow science is in penetrating even thought-

ful and educated minds. That wise old charlatan, who probably

was not so much of a charlatan as we say he was, one Paracelsus,

born about the time Columbus discovered America, in about

1527 had preached the doctrine to burn the books of Galen and

study sick men if you wanted to be a doctor, and that thought

had not penetrated the mind of most men who taught medicine

throughout the world in 1681.

Let’s go back a bit and see who some of these early doctors

were. First, before Penn ever came here, when the Swedes had

their settlement up and down the river, there was one Yan Peter-

son, who was employed by the Swedes at ten guilders a month to

take care of the sick. I have no idea what the market value of

ten guilders was in 1670, about the time Yan Peterson flourished,

and he was not much of a man, he was just an ordinary, common,

every-day doctor that bled people and treated fevers and if they

had a broken leg put splints on. And then he died.

Then there was a John Goodson, who was Chirurgeon to the

Society of Free Traders. The Free Traders would be called by

modern reformers a pack of scoundrels because they owned certain

monopolies, I believe, in trade, along certain ports here and they

made a good bit of money and employed at beggarly wages this

man John Goodson to take care of the sick, and he died and left

no mark.

Then, in 1682 there came along with Penn three men: one,

Thomas Lloyd, was an Oxford graduate and a real physician

as we name real physicians today. But he very soon found that

practicing medicine in the wilds of Pennsylvania did not amount to

much, whereas political office amounted to a great deal and he

got his friend Penn to make him Deputy Governor of the State,

and I don’t know whether he was like modern politicians, but at

all events he waxed fat and then he died.

Then there was one Wynne, Thomas Wynne, and also Griffith

Owen. Now, Griffith Owen was a man of some importance, and

a man who by sheer accident obtained an immortality which comes

to few of us, because he was the first man who ever did an amputa-

tion in what is now the state of Pennsylvania, and also, because

during that amputation a very serious accident occurred. The
thing was this: a young man injured his hand so that it had to be

amputated, and there was a pail of spirits—not drinking spirits

but inflammable washing spirits. While the operation was going
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on, somehow or other the spirits caught fire and then were spilled

and sputtered all about and some of it splashed over Dr. Griffith

Owen’s clothes, and yet the man had pluck enough and will enough

to carry on the amputation and the man survived. Now, a man
that would do that under the conditions of 17th century surgery

and survive it, and make a good amputation is no common person.

Those were the earliest physicians in what is now the State of

Pennsylvania. Now, let’s look at some other things that happened

earlier—by the way, I have in my hand something that has not

in itself antiquarian interest but has considerable historic interest

because such a long period of time elapsed between its being

written and its being printed. It is called “Early History of

Medicine in Philadelphia by George W. Norris, M.D.” That

was the first Dr. George Norris, I don’t know how many there

have been since, but there have been more than a few. Now, his

descendant, Dr. William Norris, who was Professor of Ophthal-

mology in the University of Pennsylvania when I was a student

some years before, when his father died, found the manuscript of

this book of the early history of Philadelphia medicine, and had it

printed in 1886. It was written some time in the late 1700’s. It

contains a whole mass of interesting notes; for instance, here Dr.

Jones tells us why—this was in 1689—it would be very unwise for

any European doctor to come to this country and practice medi-

cine. In a letter to somebody, I have forgotten whom, he states

—and I again remind you this was in 1689 : “If you desire to come

hither yourself, you may come as a Planter or a Merchant, but as

a doctor of medicine I cannot advise you; for I hear of no diseases

here to cure but some Agues and cutted legs and fingers and there

is no want of empirics for these already; I confess you could do

more than any yet in America being versed both in Chirurgery

and Pharmacie, for here are abundance of curious herbs, shrubs

and trees, and no doubt medicinal ones for making of drugs, but

there is little or no employment this way.”

I don’t know whether the young man came or not; if I had

gotten a letter like that I would have stayed in England.

The next interesting thing is the first— I won’t say the first,

because if you ever say anything is the first of anything, somebody

always digs out of a book that something else really was the first

and then somebody else proves that some other thing was the

first thing, but it was one of the early medical books published

in Philadelphia and I think it really was the first. It is called
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“An Essay on the West India Dry Gripes. With the method

of preventing and curing that cruel distemper. To which is added

an extraordinary case in Physick. Printed and sold by Benjamin

Franklin, 1745.” The dry gripes was an interesting disease

which resulted from drinking certain kinds of rum [laughter], and

as there was, as I shall show to you, little prohibition even in those

wise days, there were not all wise men living then but a good many
fools. But the people who drank this particular Jamaica rum
distilled in a certain way, all got—at least all did not die, but every-

body got dry gripes taking that kind of liquor and it was a great

mystery; as a matter of fact, it was not mysterious at all. During

distillation it passed through leaden pipes and those people were

really suffering from lead poison, but everybody had stopped

drinking that kind of rum before it was discovered what the

poison really was. That was one of the first medical books pub-

lished in Philadelphia and, of course, like so many first things, it

was done by Benjamin Franklin.

The first teacher of anatomy and midwifery was William

Shippen, Jr. I shall talk more about him when we come to talk

about the foundation of the University of Pennsylvania, so for

the moment we will skip that, but I want to speak for a little

while about a man who was very interesting because he was

eccentric. I know you sane people won’t like it, but people who
are eccentric are much the more interesting or, at least, much
more interesting to men like myself, who study brains. The
eccentric who has intelligence comes nigh being the genius, and

he has the gift that all geniuses have, namely of seeing things from

new and original points of view. Now just such a person was Dr.

Abraham Chovet. He was a native of England and had devoted

much of the early part of his life to the study of anatomy under

the ablest teachers of Europe, and had lived first at Barbadoes,

and afterwards in the Island of Jamaica, and all over the civilized

world. He was thus described by a man who knew him well in

the latter years of his life: “This aged physician was almost daily

to be seen pushing his way, in spite of his feebleness, in a kind of

hasty walk or rather shuffle, his head and straight white hair

bowed and hanging forward beyond the cape of his black old-

fashioned coat, mounted by a small cocked hat, closely turned

upward upon the crown behind but projectingly and out of all

proportion cocked before, and seemingly the impelling cause of

his anxious forward movement; his lips, closely compressed, his
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mouth toothless, together were in constant motion, as though he

were munching something all the time; his golden headed Indian

cane, not used for his support but dangling by a black silken

string from his wrist; the ferrule of his cane and the heels of his

capacious shoes, well lined with thick woolen cloth in winter time,

might be heard jingling and scraping the pavement at every step;

he seemed on the street always as one hastening as fast as his

aged limbs would permit him, to some patient dangerously ill,

without looking at anyone passing him to the right or left. He
was an eccentric character, full of anecdote and knowledge; and,

tradition informs us, possessed of great sarcastic wit. He was

much in the habit of using certain expletives in the ordinary con-

versation, which, in the opinion of those who best knew and

appreciated him, were thought to be neither useful nor orna-

mental. An anecdote, strikingly illustrative of these points of

his character, has been mentioned to me as being well known to

those of former days. The doctor happened to be overtaken at

the house of a member of the Society of Friends by a heavy shower

of rain and as he insisted on pursuing his way during its continu-

ance, the Friend kindly offered to loan him his overcoat, adding

the condition that he was not to use hard words while it was upon

his back, to which the doctor assented. On returning the coat

he was asked, “Well, doctor, didst thou swear while thou hadst

on my coat?” “No,” replied he, “but there was a damnable

disposition to lie.”

Also, I have something here, the first post mortem that was

made in Philadelphia. The first post mortem was made by Dr.

Cadwallader, the same man, by the way, that wrote the book on

dry gripes. He had what even to this day remains a mysterious

disease; unfortunately mystery is going out of medicine too fast,

but a very interesting disease, namely “Mollities Ossium,” that

m which the bones of the adult soften and bend in all directions

and in one case the person’s bones turned up almost into an old-

fashioned pretzel, or even into a corkscrew. Now, Cadwallader

had a case of that kind, which occurred in a woman of the age

of forty who in health was five feet high but after death, though

all her limbs were stretched out straight, was no more than three

feet seven inches; in other words her spinal bones, the vertebrae,

had also gotten soft and had caved in. He made an autopsy

on her but as to what he found, that is a technical matter that

only medical men care for. But that was one of the first, if not
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the first, formal post mortem examinations made in the City of

Philadelphia.

Also, Dr. Thomas Bond, whom I will speak about more at

length when I come to the Pennsylvania Hospital, did the first

operation for stone. In those days, even before ether, the oper-

ation for stone was done, even way back in the time of the early

Greeks there were men who did it, and that was all they did; in

fact, part of the Hippocratic oath was that you would not attempt

to operate for stone unless you had been properly taught how to

do it. Bond did it and did it successfully, and on October 29,

1756, at the Pennsylvania Hospital. Bond, of course, was one

of the early men in the Pennsylvania Hospital and a man of very,

very great use and value in his community.

Now, so much for those early men. Let me skip a bit and

come to the first commencement of what is now the medical

department of the University of Pennsylvania.

As you know, the man who made the medical school of the

University was John Morgan. Morgan was a very interesting

character. He was an apprentice as a youth and as a young man
to Dr. John Redman, who was also a distinguished physician in

Philadelphia. After those early days in the 1600’s, when we get

over to the 1700’s men of learning began to‘ crop up and

make good and to push the country along toward real science

and real education. John Morgan, as- I said, was an apprentice

to Redman, and even in that day, he evidently had, in the back of

his mind, the idea that these great colonies should have a medical

school of their own, that they should not be dependent on empirics

and on men learning medicine as a trade, but there should be

real opportunities for the real brains of the country, the youthful

brains, to be trained by men competent to train them. He went

over to Edinburgh and even as a young man he seems to have

tremendously impressed everybody he met. Cullen he knew,

and Cullen seems to have been impressed highly by him, as were

likewise a half dozen other men; the most distinguished medical

men in Edinburgh and London took Morgan up, evidently, to

use slang, “sized him up” as a man far beyond the ordinary run

of men. He was elected a member of the Royal Society of Sur-

geons, and was also elected to membership in one of the very

learned societies of Paris, and after some years, I think ten, I

won’t be sure, it may have been longer, but after a sojourn of

many years or quite a number of years in Europe, he came back
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to this country determined that he would found a medical school,

and he brought with him a letter from Thomas Penn; I think I

will read you all of it, it is pretty long but it is worth reading.

This letter from Penn was to be presented to the Board of Trustees

of the College of Philadelphia, that was before there was any
University of Pennsylvania, of course; it was in 1765, and it was
dated at London, February 15, 1765.

“Gentlemen: Doctor Morgan has laid before me a proposal

for introducing new professorships into the Academy for the

instruction of all such as shall incline to go into the study and

practice of physicks and surgery, as well as the several occupations

attending upon these useful and necessary arts. He thinks his

scheme, if patronized by the trustees, will at present give reputa-

tion and strength to the institution, and though it may for some

time occasion a small expense, yet after a little while it will grad-

ually support itself, and even make considerable additions to the

Academy’s funds. Dr. Morgan has employed his time in an

assiduous search after knowledge in all the branches necessary

for the practice of his profession, and has gained such an esteem

and love from persons of the first rank in it, that as they very

much approve his system,’’—and by his system he meant his

idea of starting a school
—“they will from time to time, as he

assures us, give him their countenance and assistance in the

execution of it.

“We are made acquainted with what is proposed to be

taught, and how the lectures may be adopted by you, and since

the like systems have brought much advantage to every place

where they have been received
,
and such learned and eminent men

speak favorably of the doctor’s plan, I could not but in the most

kind manner recommend Dr. Morgan to you, and desire that he

may be well received, and what he has to offer be taken with all

becoming respect and expedition into your most serious considera-

tion, and if it shall be thought necessary to go into it, and there-

upon to open professorships, that he may be taken into your

service.”—As a matter of fact he did become a professor.
—“When

you have heard him, and duly considered what he has to lay before

you, you will be best able to judge in what manner you can serve

the public, the Institution, and the particular design now recom-

mended to you.”

Morgan also received letters from James Hamilton and

Richard Peters, concerning the founding of a medical school, and
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then when he came before the trustees of the college, they decided

that they would go into it, and that is how the medical department

was founded.

In Dr. Morgan’s address, published before any actual teach-

ing had occurred, if not before, certainly very soon after teaching

had begun, he makes the following statement: “Perhaps this

Medical Institution, the first of its kind in America, though small

in the beginning, may receive a constant increase of strength, and

annually exert new vigour. It may collect a number of young

persons, of more than ordinary abilities, and so improve their

knowledge as to spread its reputation to distant parts. By
sending these abroad duly qualified, or by exciting an emulation

amongst men of parts and literature, it may give birth to other

useful Institutions of a similar nature, or as occasion comes, by its

example, to numerous societies of different kinds, calculated to

spread the light of knowledge through the whole American Con-

tinent, wherever inhabited.”

As a matter of fact, more than a few medical schools of

America have sprung out of the loins of what was the medical

department of the College of Philadelphia, and what is now the

medical department of the University. It went through and the

school got started, and I want to read you part of the Commence-
ment proceedings of the first medical graduation. When the

medical school started they first made men “Bachelors of Medi-

cine” and then the idea was later on to make them “Doctors of

Medicine,” but for many reasons that was proven to be cumber-

some and very soon that machinery was dropped, the Bachelor

of Medicine degree was dropped entirely, and only the Doctor’s

degree persisted.

Now this is the first Commencement of the Medical Depart-

ment of the College of Philadelphia, June 21, 1768. The Provost,

after opening the Commencement with prayer, introduced the

business of the day with a short Latin oration. Then followed:

1 . A Latin oration delivered with great propriety by Mr. Law-

rence, “De Honoribus qui omni (Evo in veros Mcdicinae Cultores

collati fuerunt.”

2. A dispute “Whether the Retina or Tunica Choroides be the

immediate seat of vision?” I might say now the discussion of

that subject was altogether witless. “The argument for the

Retina was ingeniously maintained by Mr. Cowell. The opposite

side of the question was supported with great astuteness by Mr.
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Fullerton, who contended that the Retina is incapable of the office

ascribed to it, on account of its being easily permeable by the rays

of light, and that the choroid coat, by its being opake, is the

proper part for stopping the rays, and receiving the picture of the

object.”

3. Another Latin oration.

4. ‘‘Mr. Tilton delivered an essay ‘On Respiration, and the

manner in which it is performed,’ which did great credit to his

abilities.”

5. ‘‘The Degrees were conferred by the Provost, after receiv-

ing the mandate of the Trustees from his Honour the Governor,

as their President.”

6. ‘‘An elegant valedictory oration was spoken by Mr.

Potts, ‘On the advantages derived to the study of Physick, from

a previous liberal education in the other sciences, particularly

Mathematics and Natural Philosophy.’ ” And, by the way,

gentlemen, we are getting back to that now, gradually.

7. ‘‘The Provost then delivered a brief account of the present

state of the College, and its quick progress in the various extensive

establishments which it hath already made. He pointed out the

more general causes of the advancement as well as decline of

literature in different nations of the world; and observed to the

Graduates, that as they were the first who had received Medical

Honours in America, on a regular collegiate plan, it depended

greatly on their future conduct and eminence to place such Honours

in estimation among their countrymen
;
concluding with a pathetic

exhortation never to neglect the opportunities which their prac-

tice would give them (perhaps above all other men), of making

serious impressions on their patients, and of exerting the men to

Piety and consolation (especially at the awful approach of death),

which could not fail to have singular weight from a lay character.

He added that what might further concern their practice, he had

devolved on a Gentleman of their own profession, from whom it

would come with greater propriety and advantage. Upon which

Dr. Shippen, Professor of Anatomy and Surgery, gave the re-

mainder of the charge
;
further animating the graduates to support

the dignity of their profession by a laudable perseverance in their

studies, and by a practice becoming the character of gentlemen,

adding many useful precepts respecting their conduct towards

their patients, charity towards the poor, humanity to all, and the

opportunity they might have of gaining the confidence of the sick,
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and the esteem of every one, who by their vigilance and skill

should be restored to health. The Vice-Provost concluded with

prayer and thanksgiving, and the whole was honoured with the

presence of a polite and learned assembly, who by their kind

approbation, testified the satisfaction which the inhabitants of

this place have in the improvement of useful knowledge in their

native country.”

A discussion of the Commencement is taken from a newspaper

of the day, which does not sound like a newspaper of the Twentieth

Century.

Another important institution, after the foundation of the

University was, of course, the foundation of the College of Physi-

cians of Philadelphia. Now the College of Physicians, or the

Fellows’ College of Physicians of Philadelphia—they are very

proud of themselves, we are very proud of ourselves—it was

founded in 1787. The first officers were President, John Redman,
the same man who was Morgan’s—not his preceptor but Morgan’s

boss, because just as medicine was an apprenticeship in those days,

so the man to whom, you were apprenticed treated you like a boss.

Redman was particularly an irascible, savage man who made
Morgan, who ought to have been doing better things, clean out

urine holding bottles, and do the most menial kind of work; but

it was part of the training. Of course, notwithstanding all that

John Redman was a big man, he would not have been the first

President of the College had he not been. All these men who
started things, though they were things on a very small scale,

they were in those days the biggest men in the community. It

is the big men who start things no matter how small the things

may be. The Vice-President was John Jones; the Treasurer was

Girardus Clarkson; the Censors, William Shippen, Benjamin

Rush, John Morgan and Adam Kuhn.
Now, the purpose of the College of Physicians—I wish I had

brought along the original paragraph, it is a very interesting old

statement, I cannot recall it well enough to quote it verbatim,

but it meant that the College of Physicians shall give opportunity

to men, through books and through discussions, to study all the

ways in which man can be helped through sickness, and it also

says, what the Colleges has failed absolutely in recent years to

do, that it will always support every movement for public health

that should be supported in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

The College of Physicians has not done that; at first it did, but
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it has fallen out a bit, it has gotten too highbrow to do that. At
first there were two types of Fellows: twelve Senior Fellows and
an indefinite or any number of Junior Fellows; the Senior Fellows,

whenever any Senior Fellow died or what happened once, very

rarely but a few times, when they were dropped for non-payment

of dues, were elected out of the Junior Fellows by the Senior

Fellows. Whenever among the twelve there was a vacancy for

whatever cause, that twelve elected from the Juniors a man to

fill that place. However, that worked only for a short time, I

have forgotten exactly how many years, but it did not last very

long, and the associate fellowships were abolished and everybody

that was a Fellow at all was a full-fledged Fellow. Now, the

Senior Fellows must have residence either in the city or in the

district of Southwark or in the Liberties of Philadelphia; perhaps

some antiquarian can tell me exactly what the Liberties of Phila-

delphia are, I don’t know, I don’t know whether it meant the

whole county of Philadelphia or other suburbs. However, it was

something different from the city itself and something different

from the District of Southwark
;
those two things were specifically

mentioned. The first meeting place was at Fourth and Arch

Streets in a building occupied by the State of Pennsylvania. Its

time of meeting from October until March was at four o’clock p. M.,

and from April to September at five o’clock p. m. It met there

until 1791 and then moved to the American Philosophical Society

and under a new lease remained there using the rooms of the

American Philosophical Society until 1 845
;

it then came down to

the building of the Mercantile Library and then in 1863 or early

in the 60 ’s built the building at 13th and Locust Streets and then

only within very recent years built a beautiful building at 19

South 22nd Street.

Now, very early they started to have a library at the College

of Physicians and there were very interesting things about that.

First, a resolution was passed, I have forgotten in what year, but

very early after its foundation, that the sum of fifty pounds should

be spent for books. Now, fifty pounds would not buy many books

and it was not until men like William Potter, the former Provost

of the University, and Weir Mitchell and Horatio Wood and Har-

rison Allen and Joseph Leidy, and that crowd, got in control of

the College of Physicians, and Dr. W. W. Keen, who is still, as

you know, living, that the College leaped forward. Those men
made the college the great medical library that it is today, and
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today it is one of the world’s greatest medical libraries; in mere

numbers it is surpassed by only one other in this country, but in

all other regards, and especially in early statistics, it is the greatest

and very soon it will be one of the greatest in the world, and in

modem books it is comparable to anything that comes along.

Those early men, Redman and Shippen and Kuhn and Morgan,

they knew perfectly the great need in this rapidly growing young

town, to have something to feed the intellectual hunger of the

young, and especially the young medical men, and that was why
they founded the college, and they did a mighty work in

doing it.

Another important thing was the foundation of the Penn-

sylvania Hospital, and I want to talk about that particularly in

reference to one man, namely Benjamin Rush, and the treatment

that the insane got from the Pennsylvania Hospital in the early

days. Benjamin Rush makes the following statement concerning

the care of lunatics, as they were then called, in the Pennsylvania

Hospital. The United States, in fact no country until Pinel in

France in about 1765, I have forgotten the exact date but in the

second half of the 1700’s, Pinel, who was a French physician, not

an alienist nor a psychiatrist—the word psychiatry had not been

invented in those days and the word alienist meant a great many
different things; but Pinel was a physician tremendously inter-

ested from the human, the humanitarian point of view in these

poor mentally sick people who needed care, and whom nobody

cared anything for or took any interest in; they were locked up

and chained and all sorts of horrible things were done to them.

Pinel had the idea, and it ought not to have needed a genius to

have it, that if you treat the insane like human beings, instead of

treating them like wild animals, possibly you might help them

some and Pinel started a movement in Paris and then it got

over to England and then the Quakers in England started a rest

house at York and then that movement spread to Pennsylvania

and the people that founded the Pennsylvania Hospital were

treating the insane very well. But now listen to this man Rush
writing to the Board of Managers of the Pennsylvania Hospital :

“Gentlemen: Under the conviction that the patients

afflicted by Madness, should be the first objects of the care

of a physician of the Pennsylvania Hospital, I have attempted

to relieve them, but I am Sorry to add that my attempts
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which at first promised some Improvement were soon after-

wards rendered Abortive by the Cells of the Hospital.

“These apartments are damp in Winter & too warm in

Summer. They are moreover so constituted, as not to admit
readily of a change of air; hence the smell of them is both

offensive and unwholesome.

“Few patients have ever been confined in these Cells

who have not been affected by a cold in two or three weeks

after their confinement, and several have died of Consump-
tion in consequence of this cold.

“These facts being clearly established, I conceive that

the appropriating of these Cells any longer for the reception

of mad people will be dishonourable both to the Science and
Humanity of the City of Philadelphia.

“Should more wholesome apartments be provided for

them, it is more than probably that many of them might be

Relieved by the use of remedies which have lately been dis-

covered to be effectual in their disorder.

“With great respect I am, Gentlemen, your friend and

humble servant,

Benjamin Rush.”

That letter had an effect.

You hear much talk nowadays of mental hygiene; Benjamin

Rush knew all about mental hygiene before that phrase had been

invented and the very things he wanted these people to do. and

as far as they could be done and as far as the public attitude

toward the insane permitted them to be done, the managers of

the hospital did carry them out with very, very good results. It

took a very great deal of money, it meant they had to go out to

West Philadelphia and get real ground and real means and real

doctors and real attendants, but when Benjamin Rush fought and

fought and fought, he finally gained his point and there is no man
to whom the insane poor of Philadelphia owe so much for their

proper treatment in proper hospitals today as they do to Ben-

jamin Rush. He did more than any other man of his day and

generation in that work. He was one man of the Pennsylvania

Hospital and one man of the medical school of the University of

Pennsylvania.

Gentlemen, it is ten o’clock and I have talked long enough.
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President Milne: It may be that in this brief historical

survey of medicine in Philadelphia there are some points that our

friend, Dr. Burr, has not touched upon, and as there are a number
of physicians here, perhaps they might like to interrogate Dr. Burr

on something that might be interesting and that some of us, and

not all, don’t know. The doctor has in his home a very large

collection of books, fully 10,000 I believe, and perhaps more. He
has tasted very fully of the fruit of knowledge, and not only in

the historic knowledge concerning medicine, but also in literature,

and I am sure that if you ask him any questions that he has not

touched on tonight, he will be very glad to answer.

Gentlemen, the proceedings for this evening are now over,

but before we arise to attend the refreshments which our host is

about to give us, I want to thank Dr. Burr on behalf of the Society

for what he has so kindly given us in the treat of medical knowledge.
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A VISIT TO HADRIAN’S WALL

By John C. Rolfe, Litt.D., Ph.D.

(Read Before the Meeting of the Society November 28, 1927)

The Great Wall in Britain, which may with confidence, as I

shall show later, be called Hadrian’s Wall, is one of the most inter-

esting remains of the great Roman Empire. To the cultivated

layman it will appeal as a spectacle and as a visible manifestation

of the widely extended power of the Eternal City on the Tiber.

To the classical scholar it presents a problem, or rather a series of

problems, to the solution of which archaeology, including epigraphy

and numismatics, has done much to add to, and correct, our lit-

erary sources, which in this instance are scanty and conflicting.

To Hadrian’s imposing villa at Tivoli there is, I believe, but a

single reference in all our surviving Latin literature;

1

his wall

has fared somewhat better, but the statements of the writers of

the Augustan History led to misunderstandings, which only the

researches of the antiquarian and the spade of the excavator have

been able to set right.

To the layman Miss J. Mothersole’s book entitled Hadrian s

Wall2 may be commended as an interesting, and for the most part

accurate, account of its history and its attractions for the artist

and the lover of the beautiful; the scholar will need to add The

Roman Occupation of Britain by F. Haverfield and George Mac-

Donald,

3

besides numerous papers in the Journal of Roman
Studies4 and other periodicals; for in our field, as in most others,

books become more or less antiquated as soon as they are pub-

lished, and it is in the journals that the most recent information

is to be found.

Personally, I can think of few pleasanter and more profitable

ways of spending a week or two than in walking the seventy-two

and a half miles formerly traversed by the Wall. Quite apart

from the historical associations, it will take the wayfarer through

1 Spartianus, vit. Hadr., xxvi, 5.
2 London, 1922.
3 Oxford, 1924.
4 Such as R. G. Collingwood’s “Hadrian’s Wall; a History of the Prob-

lem,” xi, pp. 37 ff., and “The Roman Frontier in the Time of Severus,” xiii,

pp. 69 ff. See also G. MacDonald, The Roman Wall in Scotland, London, 1911.
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one of the most beautiful districts in England, containing many
features of interest besides the Wall itself.

The structure has suffered greatly in the course of the cen-

turies, and the traveler will sometimes find gaps miles in extent;

nowhere does it rise to its original height, but in many places the

remains are conspicuous and impressive. Its mutilation, like

that of the Colosseum and other monuments in the city of Rome, 1

is due, not so much to the inroads of barbarians and the ravages

of the elements, as to what good old William Hutton bluntly calls

“thieves ” ;
that is to say, those who for many years used the Wall

as a quarry, to furnish material for building churches, houses,

fences, and the like. For example, in the Middle Ages Thirlwall

Castle was built entire from stones taken from the Wall, which

also furnished material for Wilton Hall and other large structures.

In 1539 John Wilton wrote in his Itinerary: “At Drumborough
the Lord Dacre’s father builded upon old mines a pretty pyle for

defence of the country. The stones of the Piet Wall were pulled

down to build it.’’ The “ranke robbers thereabout,” who in 1559

prevented Camden from “with safetie taking the full survey” of

Busy Gap, were probably of a different kind.

There are, however, still places where the Wall rises to a

height of 14 courses, or 9J/2 feet; Camden, in 1559, says that he

saw a piece 15 feet high, but he is somewhat inclined to overesti-

mate height. There are, however, long stretches 5 or 6 feet high

and 8 feet wide. They wind over rugged heights and through

verdant vales, and in many places Nature has veiled their naked-

ness with shrubbery and adorned them with wildflowers of varied

hues. For those whose time is limited, or who prefer to travel in

part by train arid automobile, Miss Mothersole has named the

best routes and the most convenient headquarters. 2 Hutton,

after traveling six hundred miles at the age of seventy-eight “to

see a shattered wall,” found the walk from one end to the other

“long and weary”; he suffered from heat, from fleas, and some-

times from the inhospitality of the natives, so that after leaving

Rudchester he relieved his feelings in the following lines:

“ I saw old Sir at dinner sit,

Who ne’er said ‘Stranger, take a bit,*

Yet might, although a poet said it,

Have sav’d his beef and rais’d his credit.”

1 Lanciani, The Destruction of Ancient Rome, New York, 1899.
2 Introd., pp. ix-xi.
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But his successor in 1920 found the walk delightful and the natives,

as a rule, hospitable and helpful; she did occasionally find it too
hot, which to one who spent the summer of 1927 in England seems
almost incredible.

I must confess that my own visit to the Wall was a brief one,
but it was enough to inspire me with a desire to become better
acquainted with it, so far as one can from reading, and with a
determination to see the whole of it at the first opportunity. My
point of departure was Hexham, a town in itself interesting and
attractive because of its fine situation, the Hydro Hotel with its

Fig. 1.

beautiful grounds, and the grand old Abbey, of which the Saxon
Crypt was built by Bishop Wilfred in 674 entirely of Roman stones.

From Hexham it is a short and easy trip to Bardon Mill, a pictur-

esque little village on the Tyne, and there we found a young man
who not only drove us to the site of Borovicium in his car, but on
our return insisted on our having supper at his house, and refused
to accept any payment except a very moderate sum for the ride.

An account of the history of the Wall might well be preceded
by one of the geography of Britain; but that would occupy too
much time, and a glance at some of the more important features

must suffice. The map 1 shows that there are two relatively nar-
row places in the island—isthmuses, as Haverfield terms them

—

one between the mouth of the Tyne, near Newcastle, and Solway
1 Fig- 1-
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Firth, where Hadrian’s Wall is marked on the map; the other

farther north, just at the top of the map, between the head of

the Firth of Forth, near the great Forth Bridge, and the mouth
of the river Clyde. Further, the part of Britain south of York
consists in the main of lowlands, while to the north it becomes

more and more hilly, and finally mountainous. These natural

features had an important bearing on the Roman occupation of

Britain and its duration.

As every schoolboy knows, the first Roman to invade the

island was Julius Caesar, in his two expeditions of 55 and 54 b. c .

1

Some of his detractors said that his purpose was to get pearls, 2

and we are told that he brought back a corselet made of British

pearls as a trophy- However that may be, and although Tacitus

says, 3 rightly enough, that he ‘“rather discovered the island for

his descendants than bequeathed it to them,” his visits and his

conquest of Gaul opened Britain to Roman culture, and for

nearly a century, especially during the reign of Cunobeline, the

Cymbeline of Shakespeare, the part of the island nearest to Gaul

was gradually and peacefully Romanized, as appears from the

discovery of imported Italian vases and brooches of bronze, fine

pottery, gold and silver coins bearing Roman devices and legends,

and other indications of the kind. 4 Cymbeline, to use the more

musical corruption of his name, even adopted the Latin title rex;

his capital seems to have been Camelodunum, the modern

Colchester.

After the time of Caesar, says Tacitus, 5 there was “a long for-

getfulness of Britain.” The Augustan poets speak of the inhabit-

ants as “remote” 6 and as “the most distant people of the world,” 7

and Cicero8 and Plutarch9 express the opinion that there was

nothing in the island worth carrying away. With Augustus the

neglect of the island was a “settled policy” (consilium ), although

Horace tells us that he thought of invading Britain; 10 with Tiberius

it was regard, real or feigned, for the advice of Augustus (prae-

ceptum). Caligula, during his expedition to Germany, “received

1 De Bell. Gall., iv, 20-38; v, 8-23.
2 Suetonius, Jul., xlvii.
3 Agricola 13,
4 See Haverfield, op. cit., p. 100.
6 Agr., 13.
6 Horace, Odes, iv, 14, 28.
7 Ibid., iii, 5, 5.

8 Ad Att., iv, 16.
9 Caes., 23.
10 Horace, Odes, iii, 5, 2 ff.
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the surrender of Adminius, son of Cynobellinus (Cymbeline), who
had been banished by his father and had deserted to the Romans
with a small force,” 1 and because of this he acted as if he had
subdued all Britain, although he had not even crossed the Channel.

Just what led Claudius to invade the island in a. d. 43 is

uncertain. Suetonius says2 that the senate had voted him the

triumphal insignia and that he coveted the higher honor of a

legitimate triumph; that he chose Britain for that purpose because

it was” untried by anyone since the Divine Julius and was then

in a state of revolt.” This last statement, taken in connection

with the voluntary surrender of Adminius to Caligula, suggests

that the death of Cymbeline in 42 had led to disturbances which

jeopardized Roman Britain and made intervention necessary.

However that may be, the invasion was well planned and exe-

cuted. The army advanced northward in three divisions, in the

southernmost of which the future emperor Vespasian rendered

distinguished service and, in the words of Tacitus, “was brought

to the notice of the Fates.” Owing to a temporary check at the

Thames, Claudius himself was summoned to the scene of action,

but he remained in Britain less than sixteen days. His generals,

however, within four years penetrated to South Wales and the

Derbyshire and Yorkshire hills, thus getting possession of all the

lowlands and fixing the frontier at the rivers Severn and Trent,

with the addition of Chester. The resistance of the Britons con-

tinued until a. d. 50, when the Romans began to colonize the island

and to reduce its southern part to the form of a province.

In 61, while the commander Suetonius Paulinus was absent,

warring in Anglesey, the Iceni revolted and a general uprising

under the famous queen Boadicea, more properly, but less euphon-

ically, called Boudicca, led to the abandonment of Colchester,

London and St. Albans, and the massacre of between seventy and

eighty thousand Romans and Romanized provincials. The insur-

rection was put down with such cruel slaughter as to shock even

the Romans and lead to the recall of Paulinus. But the Roman
advance was not renewed until 69, when Vespasian added the

whole of north Wales and a part of northern England to the

Roman dominion.

In 78 Agricola arrived, and he governed Britain for seven

years. He reached the isthmus between Newcastle and Solway

1 Suet., Calig., xliv, 2.
2 Suet., Claud., xvii.
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Firth, and fortified it with a chain of strongholds; he eventually

penetrated to the northern isthmus, where he also built forts.

Traces of these are to be found in both places, for the most part

under later works of Hadrian and Antoninus Pius. Agricola made
his way even farther north, but he effected no permanent con-

quests beyond the frontier established by his northern line of de-

fences. In addition to his victories in the field, he did much to

Romanize his province. As Dr. Conybeare says, 1 “Roman
temples, forums, dwelling-houses, baths and colonnades had

sprung up everywhere; and above all, Roman schools, where

the youth of the land learned with pride to adopt the tongue and

dress of the conquerors.” It is interesting to compare Tacitus’

estimate of Agricola, summarized by Mothersole, 2 with that of

Haverfield. 3

After the recall of Agricola our information about affairs in

Britain becomes even more scanty. Thirty years later another

revolt took place, and the Ninth Legion, stationed at Eboricum

(York) was annihilated; but the rebellion was quickly suppressed

by Hadrian’s officers. It perhaps finds casual allusion in Pronto 4

and Spartianus. 5 Hadrian himself visited the island about 122

and established a permanent frontier by building first the so-called

Vallum and then his Wall across the southern isthmus; this,

except for a brief period, continued for centuries to be the northern

limit of Roman Britain. The emperor struck coins commemorat-
ing his victories, some of which will be spoken of later.

About 142 the generals of Antoninus Pius, after quelling a

rebellion which made it necessary to send forces from Germany, 6

made their way to the northern isthmus and fortified it with a

wall of turf, 7 perhaps with the design of advancing the frontier

to that point, or perhaps merely as a breakwater to protect

Hadrian’s Wall. In 181 there was another uprising, and by 185

the country to the north of the Great Wall, including the Wall of

Pius, seems to have been permanently lost. 8 The expedition of

Severus in 208 once more carried the Roman arms northward, but

it seems to have resulted in no permanent acquisition of territory.

1 Roman Britain, ed. 2, quoted by Fairclough, Art and Archaeology, i, p. 55.
2 pp. 9 ff.

3 pp. 1 12 ff.

4 Epist., p. 217 N (Vol. ii, p. 20, Loeb Classical Library).
6 Vit., Hadr., v. 2.
6 See Haverfield, op. cit., p. 121.
7 See Capitolinus, Vit. Ant. Pius, v, 4, and Classical Philology, xxiii, p. 60.
8 See MacDonald, The Roman Wall in Scotland, p. 401.
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At any rate, Caracalla adopted Hadrian’s frontier, and the Wall
continued to serve its purpose until about 400. As time went on,

the depletion of the garrison by ambitious generals who needed
troops in other parts of the Empire, and the dangers to which
the Wall was exposed by attacks from the tribes dwelling to the

north and by sea-robbers from the mainland are described by
Kipling in Puck of Pook's Hill with wonderful vividness, and with

as much historical accuracy as can reasonably be demanded of a

work of fiction, especially in view of our meagre information about

the history of Britain at that time. During the absence of Maxi-
mus, who had become emperor of Spain, Gaul and Britain, and
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attempted to make himself sole ruler of the Roman world, the Wall

was all but taken, being saved for the time being by the timely

arrival of a Roman force sent by Theodosius. But the attacks

were renewed, until Constantine, at some time between 407 and

410, abandoned the Wall altogether. Bury, however, thinks that

it was held until 428, or possibly until 442.

So much for our historical records. The parts of the Roman
defences existing above ground, and those revealed by excavations,

are as follows. 2 At the southern isthmus there are three separate

constructions. First, a concrete wall, faced with ashlar masonry

in a kind of sandstone, sometimes with a foundation of clay and

sometimes without, extending for about 12>}4 miles from Wallsend,

east of Newcastle-on-Tyne, to Bowness-on-Solway. It was about

8 feet in thickness, over 12 feet high but probably not over 16 or

18 feet, with a walk on top which was hardly more than 4 or 5

feet in width. The blocks of stone measure 8 or 9 by 10 or 11

1 Jour, of Roman Studies, x, 131 ff. (see pp. 148 ff. and 154).
2 Fig. 2.
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inches on the face and are sometimes as much as 20 inches in depth.

The back is tapered off into a wedge-shape, so as to bind well into

the concrete core; hence they may readily be recognized when

used in other structures. Apparently one or two courses of the

facing were laid and the intervening space filled with concrete;

then course after course was added.

North of the Wall, separated from, it by a berm, or level

space, about 22 feet wide, is a V-shaped ditch, normally about

35 feet wide and 10 feet deep. The mound and ditch are absent

whenever the wall runs along the edge of precipitous rocks. South

of the Wall there is another ditch of a different kind, which will be

described later. There were 17 forts connected with the Wall,

three of which are not in actual contact with it; these were located

at intervals of from, two to eight miles, the normal interval being

five miles. Seven of these forts bestride the Wall—that is, are on

both sides of it—and six are on the southern side; some of them

cover an area of about two and a half acres; others, from four to

five acres, being designed, it would seem, to accommodate cohorts

of five hundred or a thousand men respectively (cohortes quin-

genariae and miliariae). On the southern side of the Wall, and

bonded into it, were the so-called mile-castles, measuring from

60 or 70 to 50 or 60 feet in area, and as the name implies, placed

at intervals of about a mile. They had gates opening to the

south and to the north, and could hold about a hundred men each.

The spaces between the mile-castles were divided into three parts

by turrets about 13 feet square on the inside, in which were stair-

ways leading to the walk on top of the Wall. These turrets might

be used as signal-stations and as shelters for sentries. There

were no stairways leading to the top of the Wall except at the

forts, mile-castles and turrets. Close behind the Wall was a mili-

tary road, which connected the forts and had branches leading to

the mile-castles and paths leading to the turrets.

From these somewhat dry archaeological details let us pass

to Kipling’s description of the Wall. “Even on the narrowest

part three men with shields could walk abreast from guard-house

to guard-house. A little curtain-wall, no higher than a man’s

neck, runs along the top of the thick wall, so that from a distance

you see the helmets of the sentries sliding back and forth like beads.

Thirty feet high is the wall, and on the Piets’ side, the North, is a

ditch strewn with blades of old swords and spear-heads set in

wood, and tyres of old wheels joined by chains.” At first thought
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the height which he gives to the wall seems too great, but the

turrets and the flanking towers of the fort-gateways are estimated

to have risen from once and a half to twice the height of the wall,

so that thirty feet is probably no exaggeration of its total rise.

But the width assigned to the walk on top seems excessive. No
less vivid, although more purely imaginative, is Kipling’s descrip-

tion of the town behind the wall. “But the Wall itself is not more
wonderful than the town behind it. Long ago there were great

ramparts and ditches on the South side, and no one was allowed

to build there. Now the ramparts are partly pulled down and

built over from end to end of the Wall; making a thin town eighty

miles long. Think of it! One roaring, rioting, cockfighting,

wolf-baiting, horse-racing town, from Ituna on the West to Segedu-
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num on the cold eastern beach ! On one side heather, woods and

ruins where Piets hide, and on the other, a vast town—long like a

snake and wicked like a snake. Yes, a snake basking beside a

warm wall!”

As Kipling says, at varying distances behind the wall, on the

south side, there ran a ditch and ramparts. 1 The ditch was 30

feet wide and 7 feet deep; it was not V-shaped, but flat-bottomed,

and hence was not intended for defence, like the one on the north-

ern side. The earth taken from it was arranged in two mounds,

6 feet high and 30 feet across, separated from the edges of the ditch

by berms 24 feet or more wide, the entire construction being

from 100 to 150 feet across. At intervals of about 45 yards the

mounds have been cut through, and in places the ditch has been

filled in
;
but later the filled spaces were cleared out again and the

1 Fig. 3.
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earth thrown up into a second mound on the south side of the

ditch. This construction is what is today known as the Vallum,

a term which is sometimes confusing, since the ancient writers

seem to use vallum in a general sense, referring to the entire frontier.

The Vallum does not extend the whole length of the wall, but is

7 m.iles shorter, running from Newcastle, 4R> miles west of

Wallsend, to Dykesfield, 3 m.iles from the western terminus.

In the rear of both the Wall and the Vallum is a Roman road,

called the Stanegate, or Stone Way, which touches two of the

forts. This road is earlier than the wall, being the work of

Agricola; a single one of its milestones still stands, not far from

Barcom.be. The road is out of contact with the wall, sometimes

being as much as two m.iles behind it. It has been traced for 25

miles, and it probably extended 15 more. On it are a number of

sites of fortifications.

The Wall of Pius, which was 36 or 37 miles in length, con-

sisted of a rampart of turf, constructed of sods piled up in the

manner of bricks, or blocks of stone, on a stone foundation about

14 feet wide; or in one part, of a rampart of earth. It was, and is,

much less impressive and picturesque than the Great Wall, and

far less well preserved. Tactically it had the advantage of cover-

ing only about half the distance protected by the earlier wall, but

strategically it was weaker, because of the presence of neighboring

hills. It does not concern us at present, except for the references

to it by historical writers and the bearing of their statements on

the history of Hadrian’s Wall.

The forts, in spite of the varying nature of their sites, were

laid out on a uniform plan, which is in general the same as that

of the camps prepared by the Roman soldiers when on the march

,

but with the changes necessary for permanent occupancy by
detachments of from five hundred to live thousand men. The
usual type was a square, 1 or oblong, enclosure with rounded

corners, surrounded by a rampart and a ditch. There were four

gates, placed symmetrically in each of the four sides, from which

four main streets led to the centre of the fort. At the place where

they met was the Headquarters (praetorium or principia), con-

taining the regimental offices and a shrine. Close by were the

residence of the commander, the quarters of the other officers,

the granaries and similar structures. The ends of the enclosure

were occupied by barracks, or in some instances by tents, for the

1 Fig. 4.
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soldiers, stables for the horses, and the like. The ramparts of the
forts were banks of earth, or of sods arranged like bricks, or were

built of stone. The use of stone gradually increased and became
general by the beginning of the third century. In front of the

Fig. 5

ramparts was a V-shaped ditch, or sometimes two, usually sepa-

rated from the rampart by a level berm.

The headquarters building was a square, 1 or oblong, structure

varying in size from 70 by 80 feet to 140 by 180; the largest one

1 Fig. 5.
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as yet found in Britain measures 104 by 131. The building was

almost always of stone, but in at least one instance wood was

used. The main entrance was in the middle of one side, which

was ordinarily one of the shorter sides. It opened into a narrow

court surrounded by a colonnade, and behind this was a smaller

inner court. At the back of the inner court were rooms, usually

five in number. In the centre was the sacellum, or shrine, in which

the standards were kept and the gods of the army were officially

worshipped. These included the emperor, whose medallion or

bust adorned the standards. In this connection Miss Mothersole

seems to be wrong in attributing the persecutions of the Christians

primarily to the fact that Christianity “threatened to be a dan-

gerous rival of emperor worship.” The main reason was the

secrecy of their meetings. 1 Here too was the military chest,

sometimes in a sunken storeroom . The other rooms were provided

with heating apparatus and were probably offices for clerks; there

were also sometimes storerooms for weapons (armamentaria). The
details and elaborateness of these buildings vary; although the

roofs have disappeared, great numbers of roof-tiles are found

scattered about.

Close to the headquarters there were always two other build-

ings that were ordinarily of stone; these were the commander’s

house, which perhaps contained accommodations for some of the

other officers, and the granaries or storehouses. The former was

fitted with arrangements for heating and sometimes with a bath.

The granaries, of which there might be one or more in each fort,

were long buttressed buildings with damp-proof basements, in

some of which traces of wheat have been found. 2 The floors,

which were sometimes of stone and sometimes of wood, were

raised two or three feet above the level of the ground, and the

basement thus formed was ventilated by small openings; there

are no traces of hypocausts or other devices for heating. Above
the basement was a large open hall, or two halls side by side,

covered with a roof. The height of the walls was usually consid-

erable, and that the granaries were roofed is shown by the fallen

tiles.

On the thresholds of the gateways of the forts the ruts made
by the chariot wheels may be seen, all four feet six inches apart,

1 See Pliny, Epist., x, 96, 7; x, 34; etc.
* For plans of several varieties see Haverfield, op. cit., p. 143.
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exactly as at Pompeii. Outside the ramparts were various build-

ings, always including a bath, frequently miscalled a “villa.”

We may now consider some of the references to the Wall in

the ancient writers; as has been said, they are few and unsatis-

factory. Spartianus in his biography of Hadrian 1 says : “And so,

having reformed the army quite in the manner of a monarch, he

(Hadrian) set out for Britain, and there he corrected many abuses,

and was the first to construct a wall, eighty miles in length, which

was to separate the barbarians from the Romans .” 2 Here we have

a definite statement that Hadrian built a wall, and murum properly

means a wall of stone, not an earthwork or a wall of turf. Divideret

(“separate”) implies demarcation, rather than defence, and it is

generally believed that the wall was at first primarily a sentry-

walk, although later it served also as a protection against invaders.

Next, Julius Capitolinus in his Life of Antoni ms Pius
,

3 writes of

that emperor: “Britannos per Lollium Urbicum vicit legatum,

alio muro caespiticio summotis barbaris ducto.” This was under-

stood to mean that he built a second wall of turf, implying the

existence at the time of another wall of the same material; but, as

I have shown ,

4 the meaning must be “another wall, the second

being of turf.” This interpretation is in accordance with an idi-

omatic use of alius which is common to Latin and numerous other

languages. Finally Spartianus, in his Life of Severus ,

5 tells us that

the emperor “built a wall across the island of Britain from sea to

sea and thus made the province secure—the crowning glory of his

reign; in recognition whereof he was given the name Britannicus.”

On the basis of these references Haverfield evolved the follow-

ing theory .

6 Hadrian was the first to mark off the frontier. His

wall consisted of a rampart of turf, fronted by a formidable ditch

and protected at intervals by forts. It ran from Tyne to Solway.

The wall lasted for ninety years; then it was rebuilt in stone by

Severus. Therefore the wall of which we see the remains today

was the work, not of Hadrian, but of Septimius Severus .

7

This theory, plausible as it seems in the light of our literary

evidence, as it is usually interpreted, disregards the probability

1 Vit. Hadr., xi, 2.
2 “murumque per octoginta milia passuum primus duxit, qui barbaros

Romanosque divideret.”
3 v, 4.
4 Classical Philology, xxiii, pp. 60-62
5 xviii, 2.
6 op. cit., pp. 158 ff. ; see McDonald's footnote.
1 Another passage of Spartianus ( Vit. Sev. xxii, 4), which seems to assign

a wall to Severus, is uncertain both in text and in meaning.
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that in Spartianus’ statement about Hadrian murum designated

a wall of stone, and it has been completely demolished by the

results of the excavations. These show conclusively that the mile-

castles and turrets are of the same date as the wall of stone, and

that they had been occupied by Roman soldiers long before the

time of Severus; that the forts were the work of Hadrian, in some

cases built over earlier strongholds of Agricola; and that the

Vallum is not earlier than the forts. The truth then seems to be,

that the frontier was first defended by a line of forts; it was then

marked off throughout its length by a ditch and mounds, which

were not of a defensive character. The Vallum was displaced by
a wall of stone, or more properly speaking of a wall of concrete

faced with stone, by Hadrian, but was left intact, except where it

was temporarily filled in to facilitate the transport of stones for

the Wall from the quarries to the south of it. Two problems

remain
;
one is the passage from Spartianus attributing a wall to

Severus, which will be considered later; the other is a wall of turf

more than a mile in length, between Birdoswald and Wallbowers,

south of the Wall and north of the Vallum, and attached to the

former like the string of a bow. This wall of turf is assigned by

Haverfield to Hadrian’s time. It may perhaps represent an error

in laying out the works, since it is so close to the Vallum as to

prevent the construction of a mile-castle at one of the regular

places; or it may have been a temporary defence, thrown up

because of some interruption in the building of the Wall. Further

excavations may throw new light on the problem.

Since the new theory of the history and development of the

Roman frontier deprives Severus of the honor of being the builder

of the Great Wall, we may now inquire what part he did play in

that connection. As we have seen, Spartianus says explicitly that

Severus “built a wall across the island from sea to sea.” 1 This

can refer only to the southern isthmus, since the reign of Severus

did not begin until 193, and the northern wall of Pius passed out

of history early in the reign of Comm.odus (180-192). Further-

more muro in that passage is naturally taken to mean a stone wall,

and not one of turf. It is true that the claims of Severus appear

to be supported by five other Latin writers: Aurelius Victor,

Eutropius, Orosius, Hieronymus in the Eusebian Chronicle, and

Cassiodorus, and much has been made of this accumulation of

literary testimony by the supporters of what we may for con-

1 Vit. Sev., xviii, 2.
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venience call Haverfield’s theory. But an examination of the

passages in question shows that they all go back to Spartianus, so

that we have but one single testimony to a building, or a rebuild-

ing, of the Great Wall by Severus to set against the statement

that Hadrian was the first to build a wall of stone at that place,

an assertion which we have found to be strongly supported, if not

proven, by archaeological evidence. This evidence has been exam-
ined by Collingwood in a paper entitled “The British Frontier in

the Age of Severus,” 1 with the following results. Although

Severus and his sons were in the habit of marking with inscriptions,

not only the monuments which they constructed, but also those

which they restored, yet their names appear nowhere on the line

of the Great Wall, while inscriptions of Hadrian have been found

in four mile-castles. Epigraphic evidence also shows that Old

Carlisle (Luguvallum)
,
which lay north of the Wall, and was one

of the places destroyed in the great rebellion of 181, had been

rebuilt and was in existence between 185 and 191
;

2 and it is highly

improbable that a town to the north of the Wall should have been

rebuilt before the Wall itself was repaired. It is evident that the

Wall was seriously damaged in 181, and it seems certain that it

was repaired as soon as the rebellion was quelled. The parts that

were destroyed were rebuilt in a rough and hasty, but nevertheless

thorough and efficient fashion, and this work was afterwards

replaced in some parts of the Wall by better masonry, consisting

of stones whose front surface is tooled in rough patterns with diag-

onal lines (“ diamond broaching,”) or with waved lines (“feather

broaching”); the latter has been regarded as a special character-

istic of Severus’ work, but seemingly wrongly. Collingwood’s

opinion is, that when the uprising of 181 was finally put down,

since the Wall of Pius was lost, Ulpius Marcellus at once set about

the reconstruction of the Great Wall, which from that time on

became more of a fortification, and less of a sentry-walk. The

rough work of Marcellus was replaced at some time after 220

(Severus died in 211) by better masonry. In the fourth century

the gates of the forts, as well as those of some of the towns, were

made narrower, for purposes of easier defence.

If these conclusions are sound, as they seem to be, Severus

was not only not the builder of the Great Wall, but he did not

rebuild it, or even repair it to any great extent. As to the contrary

1 Jour, of Rom. Studies, xiii, 69 ff.

2 Corpus Inscr. Lat., vii, 340, 341 and 352.
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testimony of Spartianus, his reputation is such that it might be

rejected altogether, but it is perhaps safer to consider it a loose

statement, referring to the building, or rebuilding, of some of the

forts to the north of the Great Wall. Further excavations may
shed new light on the problem. At present it seems safe to say

that the Great Wall was the work of Hadrian.

An interesting feature in connection with our subject is the

representation of Britannia on Roman coins of the second century. 1

Coins are valuable, not only as works of art, but also as historical

documents, and those of Hadrian and his successors throw addi-

tional light on the history of the period and at the same time

illustrate the artistic tendencies of the time.

As is well known, Roman art is characterized by realism and

the attempt to represent objects accurately, influenced, and modi-

fied, as time went on, by the idealistic quality of Greek art. The
epoch culminating in the historical sculptures of Trajan’s column

was followed by a Hellenic period in the time of Hadrian. While,

before this, foreign countries were represented in art by figures

of natives realistically portrayed, we now find idealized female

figures, after the Greek fashion, which represent a province or

country by their dress, their attitude and their attributes. This

is particularly well illustrated by Hadrian’s so-called “geographic

series,” of the years 134-5, in which the provinces which he visited

are pictured in that way. For many of these, Greek models were

already at hand. That was not the case with Britain, and hence

the coins illustrating that part of the Empire have a special inter-

est, and it is worth while to examine a few of them.

No. I
2 belongs to the year 119, before the Emperor Hadrian

set out on his tour of the provinces. It has on the obverse, with

the usual abbreviations, the Latin for “The Emperor Caesar

Hadrianus Augustus,” and on the reverse “Britannia” (exergue)

and “ Pontifex Maximus, holding the tribunicial power, consul for

the third time.” (Coined) “by decree of the Senate.” The
figure of Britannia has a peculiar posture, being neither standing

nor seated on any visible object, but doubtless intended to be

represented as sitting. By some3 she has been taken to represent

Britannia capta, somewhat after the manner of Vespasian’s well-

known Judaea capta, but, as Toynbee points out, her attitude is

1 See J. Toynbee in Jour, of Rom. Studies, xiv, pp. 141 ff.

2 Fig. 6.
3 Haverfiekl, op. cit., p. 120; MaeDonakl, op. cit., p. 7.
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not one of dejection, but of watchfulness, and “we might almost
describe the type as symbolic of the watch on the Great Wall,

which was now being planned, if not already begun.” She is

characterized by the native dress and arms (note especially the

braccae
,
or breeches) and the rocks at her feet “may be intended

to suggest the rugged nature of the scenery of northern Britain.”

Her hair is not arranged in the Greek style, and here we perhaps

have a touch of Roman realism.

t
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Fig. 6.

No. 2 represents the same type on a coin of 134-5, a retrospect

of the emperor’s travels. The inscriptions are the same as in No.

1, with the omission of some of Hadrian’s titles and the addition of

that of P(ater) P(atriae).

No. 3, with the usual inscription on the obverse, has on the

reverse “adventui Aug(usti) Britanniae.” Here Britannia is

depicted as welcoming the emperor on his arrival in her country,

and the evidence of the prosperity of the province under his rule

has been confirmed by recent discoveries, which bear witness to

“his promotion of the peaceful, prosperous city-life that the citi-

zens of the Roman Empire had inherited from the Hellenistic

world.” 1

1 Toynbee, p. 147.
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No. 4 is a coin of Antoninus Pius, having on the obverse his

image and superscription, in his third consulship, and on the

reverse a continuation of his titles. It dates from between 140

and 143 and commemorates the defeat of the revolted Britons by
Lollius Urbicus, which was followed by the building of the Wall of

Pius. 1 The figure of Britannia is reminiscent of Hadrian’s type

and represents watchfulness rather than dejection and defeat.

No. 5 is also a coin of Antoninus, of approximately the same

date. It is peculiar in representing Britannia seated on a globe

floating on the sea, appropriate today to the Britannia that “rules

the waves,” but somewhat obscure for the second century. It

may refer to the nature of Britain as an island, or perhaps to her

remote situation. Another unusual feature is that she holds in

her right hand a legionary standard, in place of the usual vexillum

characteristic of the provincial auxiliaries. This was soon given

up in favor of the vexillum.

No. 6 is another coin of Antoninus, but without the globe and

reminiscent of Hadrian’s type. Britannia still has the legionary

standard.

In No. 7, a coin of Antoninus of the year 155, we have for the

first time a representation of Britannia capta. The difference in

the attitude of the figure from that on the coins already noticed

is at once apparent. The device is also an appropriate one. At

that time, as we have noticed, there was a very serious rebellion

in Britain, which made it necessary to send reinforcements to the

Romans from Germany. Here the coin and the inscription form

a valuable addition to our literary sources, since the revolt is

unmentioned except for a casual allusion in Pausanias. 2

No. 8 is a fine medallion of Commodus, of the year 185, evi-

dently celebrating the end of the uprising of 181, which led to the

abandonment of the Wall of Pius and the demarcation of the

frontier at the' Great Wall. Here we do not have a Britannia

capta, as one might perhaps expect, but almost an exact replica

of No. 6 of Antoninus, representing the peaceful, vigilant province.

After the time of the Antonines there is a decline in art, as

well as in other respects, which is readily apparent in Nos. 9 to 11.

Nos. 9 and 10 are coins of Geta and Caracalla, offering a different

type of Britannia capta. The device shows a Victory erecting a

trophy, and a female figure standing beside it with her hands tied

1 Julius Capitolinus, Vit. Ant. Pii, v, 4.
1 viii, 43, 4.
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behind her back. The figure doubtless represents Britannia rather

than an individual, as is indicated in No. 10 by the small figure

of a captive at her feet.

No. 1 1 ,
which is still worse from the artistic point of view, was

struck by Carausius, who in 286 made himself emperor of Britain

and wore the purple for seven years. He was then murdered and

succeeded by Allecto, who after a reign of three years was put

down by Constantius Chlorus.

The device represents Carausius grasping the hand of Bri-

tannia, who holds a standard in her other hand. The legend is

“Expectate veni,” which recalls the words of Aeneas to Hector

in Virgil, Aen. ii, 282, “quibus, Hector, ab oris Expectate venis?”

The words seem to be addressed by Britannia to the usurper, and

to mean “Come, long expected (deliverer).”
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CURRENCY CHAOS IN CHINA

By George E. Anderson

The Money System of the Chinese Presents Many Curious Per-

plexities, Confusing to Foreigners But Affording Opportunities,

for Sharp Trading Among the Natives. High Finance in Silver

and in Copper. When Paper Money Commands a Premium..

[Considered by the Publication Committee of such

importance that the rule not to reproduce articles

already published was suspended in this instance.]

Reprinted by permission of the American Association Journal.

After observation of and experience in China for over twenty-

two years I find two characteristics of the Chinese which are to

me a never ending source of wonder. One is the extraordinary

patience of the people under some of their institutions, and the

other is the manner in which China, though rent with civil war
and almost overwhelmed with banditry, piracy, lack of transporta-

tion facilities, an occasional flood, recurrent famine and every

form of lawlessness, still continues to do business at the old stand

in a volume which varies comparatively little from year to year

both in domestic commerce and in trade with foreign nations.

An explanation of the trade feature lies in the fact that in

spite of the commotion in various parts of the country caused by
political and military convulsions; in spite of the vociferous call to

arms against the foreigners from advocates of a new China, and

in spite of the apparent lack of government in the country, the

ordinary everyday life of the great mass of the people is that of

the average Chinese village, governed by village elders and clan

leaders unmoved by the larger affairs of the nation, while the mass

of trade is that in everyday necessities and staple Chinese products

which proceeds of necessity because the lives of the ordinary

Chinese people depend upon it. Then, too, it is seldom that more
than one or two parts of the country are affected by military

operations at the same time.

Of the patience of the people, however, there is a less facile

explanation. Perhaps the solution of the riddle lies in the fact

that the people are accustomed to nothing else than abuse and

abuses and they endure because there is nothing else for them to.
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do. Particularly does this explanation come to mind when one
considers the monetary system of the country. Yet somehow
they seem to like it. China has been accustomed to monetary
troubles in more or less acute form for over a thousand years.

Never, perhaps, were they any worse than they are at the present

time. One can readily visualize some of the conditions existing

in the country from newspaper reports of an affair in Manchuria
in August. It is related that Chang Tso Lin, ex-bandit leader and
now war lord of that ancient seat of the mighty Manchus, has

been supplying the needs of his army by the time honored plan of

issuing paper money in increasing amounts as the need became
greater, unfortunately without a corresponding increase in his

metal reserves.

When naturally the value of his money fell below what Chang
considered the danger point he conceived the idea of maintaining

its value by arbitrary decree. He forbade money changers in

Manchurian cities to handle his currency below a certain fixed

depreciation value. Chinese brokers stopped handling it at all

and closed up shop. Japanese brokers, however, continued busi-

ness and handled the currency at current rates. Chang arrested

six of them and jailed them. Japanese consular authorities pro-

tested, and Chang avoided foreign complications by releasing the

Japanese brokers, who immediately resumed business. Seeing

the Japanese shops in operation with impunity, the Chinese bro-

kers resumed business. Chang arrested them and beheaded twelve

of them. Curiously enough, and in the Chinese way, the general

reaction was against the Japanese because of their special rights

rather than against Chang because of his arbitrary decree.

It is difficult to understand the philosophy of the Chinese

viewpoint in such matters. Although the ups and downs in the

value of this paper currency affects the interest of every man,

woman and child in the country, they are only a part and in some

respects a small part of the financial jumble. The intricacies of

Mah Jong or European diplomacy are primer English compared

with the actualities in Chinese money matters as they affect

everyday life.

Based Upon Silver Bullion

In the first place China’s money, at least in large affairs, is

based upon silver, the bullion value of silver. The value of the

entire monetary circulation of the country in international affairs
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rises and falls as the value of silver bullion rises and falls in inter-

national markets, and this affects the country’s foreign purchases

of every sort—food, clothing materials and necessities of life as

well as luxuries. It also affects the sale of Chinese products

abroad, since the gold payments for Chinese goods must be trans-

ferred to silver before they are available to the Chinese producer.

It affects foreign interest payments on the one hand and the

income of Chinese depending upon remittances from abroad for

their support. In short, it seems vital, but to the Chinese it is

comparatively unimportant. The standard of value in theory is

not a coin, but a weight of silver—a “Hang” or “tael,” which is a

sixteenth of a Chinese “catty,” the latter being sometimes referred

to as a Chinese pound. The catty weighs one and a third pounds
avoirdupois, and the tael is therefore one and a third ounces

avoirdupois. Payments of larger sums in China in theory are

made by weight—so many taels or Hangs of silver bullion. For

the sake of convenience, silver bullion, before the advent of the

foreigner and to a very large extent since, was cast into lumps of

silver usually shaped somewhat like a Chinese shoe and hence

called “shoes,” and usually a tael or about a tael in weight. And
taels were divided in theory into “mace” (a mace is a tenth of a

tael) and into “candareens,” a candareen being a tenth of a mace.

Lumps of silver of the value of a mace and candareens were cast,

but were not common. All this seems right enough: a silver cur-

rency, crude and uncertain in some ways, but nevertheless having

a fixed value in relation to its parts based upon the decimal system.

But herein enters the first complication, for while the taels in

theory and generally in practice were the same in weight in the

various parts of the country, they varied in value because they

varied in the fineness of silver. A Shanghai tael, for example, is

worth less than a Haikwan or customs tael because, while it

weighs the same, it contains less silver and more zinc, tin or other

alloy. Hence transactions between the various parts of the coun-

try are conducted in terms of some tael agreed upon, with allow-

ances in calculations for the weight and fineness of the silver actu-

ally transferred. So far so good; but this is hardly the beginning.

Introduction of the Dollar

With the advent of the foreigner came the introduction of

the foreign coined silver dollar. These coins were accepted by
the Chinese as certain fixed-weight pieces of silver—a convenience
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which fitted into their own system of money. The Maria Theresa

dollar was the coin of the early European voyagers to the Far
East and was the first known in China. There was also the Caro-

lus dollar which long held sway in the open ports. The Mexican
dollar in time became a favorite—so much a favorite that, although

it weighed only 416 grains, it was at first difficult to introduce the

American trade dollar authorized by Congress to be coined with

420 grains of silver so as to overbid and outvalue its predecessors.

The result of this larger value in the trade dollar was that when
the latter was finally introduced it almost immediately disap-

peared—was melted down for bullion because of its excess in silver

over the current dollar. Then came the British dollar, minted

mostly in Bombay and distributed up and down the coast. The
piastre from French Indo-China also is in use. Some of all these

dollars varied slightly in weight and fineness and some became

mutilated, and it became the custom of Chinese bankers and

money brokers to stamp those up to weight with their firm name
or symbol as a guaranty of value. Sometimes the stamp used

cut into the coin so deeply as to render it concave. Sometimes the

stamp was merely in indelible ink. In any event the use of the

“chop” or private mark and the use of “chopped” dollars has

become all but universal to supplement bullion in the interior of

China, and in Chinese banks and money changers’ shops one can

see schroffs or tellers counting over silver dollars, dumped from

canvas or other cotton cloth bags upon a table or bench, testing

each dollar for weight by trained “feel” of the coin, and for fine-

ness by clinking each coin against another as it passes through

their hands—a musical clink, clink, clink which haunts one after-

wards, and is associated in the mind with a picture of a money
shop. And all this is preparatory to chopping the dollars.

So the foreign coined silver dollar and the Chinese coined

dollar which was minted in due time with the same general quality

as the foreign dollar came into fairly general use all over China

as the more convenient though not the theoretical monetary

standard of the country. But this, too, is merely a part of the

tale. While the relation of the dollar and the tael in their respec-

tive values in silver is fixed and known, these two units vary in

their value in relation to each other as demand and supply of

each vary. Foreign banks in Shanghai and other treaty ports in

China usually carry accounts in dollars or taels as a patron prefers

or in both if he so wishes. Smart money sharks in the treaty
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ports by watching dollar and tael values in their relations to each

•other have been known to make enough to pay their board by
merely transferring accounts from, dollars to taels or taels to

dollars from, day to day as the current values varied in relation

to the true comparative value. No foreign exchange expert in

Wall Street can shave an international exchange rate any more

successfully than a Shanghai trader can do it in local currency

in his own home town.

Fractional Currency and the Cook

The need of breaking up this foreign silver dollar into lesser

units for the small transactions of life led to the minting of sub-

sidiary coins, usually by Chinese mints established for the purpose.

Originally these coins were fifty cent, twenty cent, ten cent and

five cent pieces. The fifty cent and the five cent pieces in time

disappeared—the fifty cent because it gave the government no

advantage and the latter because it was too small. The ten cent

and twenty cent coins were more popular because they fitted into

the system of brass or copper coinage hereafter considered and

also because—ah, herein is the milk in the cocoanut—they were of

baser metal and their coinage was more profitable to the govern-

ment or its satellites than the coinage of the dollar and the fifty

cent piece. The dollar and half dollar were 900/1000 fine. The
ten and twenty cent pieces were usually only 820/1000 fine, and

before the public realized it and before they became too large in

volume there was a profit of nearly ten per cent in their coinage.

So great was this profit and so many advantages accrued to the

governments of the provinces which coined most of them that in

the first ten years of the operation of the Canton mint the value

of dollars coined was only about $3,000,000 as compared with a

value of $48,500,000 in this “small money” as the Chinese term it.

However, in time the Chinese public learned the actual silver value

of the smaller coins, and when the supply of them was large enough

to meet the demand they soon went to a discount. Herein im-

mediately appears a principle which runs through all the Chinese

system of money of every sort, viz : that money in China is a com-

modity. The actual silver value of the subsidiary coins is about

ten per cent below that of the dollar, and usually a dollar will

change into from a dollar and eight cents to a dollar and ten cents

in small coin. But demand for the small coin rises and falls accord-

ing to special needs in various communities or markets or in



response to special conditions, so that the actual discount varies

from somewhere near par (I have known the smaller coins to be

above par for a short time) to as high as a dollar and twenty

•cents in small coin for a dollar coin.

Now consider what this means in everyday life. The unini-

tiated foreigner on first setting up an establishment in China is

assured by his Chinese cook that his compradore or market man
will be glad, in fact he much prefers, that supplies be paid for at

the end of the month or as the foreigner pleases, but not from day
to day or by cash purchase. The cook has his little pass book in

which is entered each day the purchases of the household, ten

cents for potatoes, three cents for onions, eight cents for water

chestnuts, fifteen cents for tomatoes, ninety-six cents for flour,

and so on for meat, sugar and other supplies, which in China are

usually bought in small quantities day by day so that master

doesn’t keep close account of totals. All these small items are

added up at the end of the month. They come, say, to $265, and

the head of the family gives his check or pays the cook in silver

or other dollars, but in dollars, not in small coin. The cook, how-

ever, has paid or agreed to pay for these supplies in small coin on

the basis of small purchases. When he receives real dollars he

therefore pockets, in addition to his usual commission, about ten

per cent profit on the month’s purchases. In time, of course, the

foreigner learns. He pays the cook on the basis of small money
in which the purchases are made. But each day’s exchange value

of the dollar in small coin must be known and used in calculations.

Small wonder that most people give it up and pay in the standard

dollars and oriental patience wins again.

High Finance in Brass

Not yet can we consider the paper dollar, that prototype of

high finance which is comparatively unimportant in real Chinese

life. Going back to the tael or Chinese ounce of silver another

vista of trouble opens up. In the original or at least the theoretical

system of old time money in China the silver tael and its fractions

were supplemented by copper or brass coins known as cash. At

one time in theory tradition indicates that the silver tael was worth

a thousand cash, known as a “string” of cash. The Chinese cash

is the well-known thin, round copper or brass coin with a square

hole in it known to curio purchasers in other lands chiefly because

the Chinese at one time strung and tied together on red cord these
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coins or baser metal imitations of them in such a way as to resemble

swords, which they sold to foreigners for perhaps three times their

value. The “string” of cash in theory represented a tael and

later in some places a dollar, and they were so called because the

cash were strung on a cord to the value of a tael or dollar and

passed from hand to hand as a single coin until they were broken

up for small purchases. The strings, as indicated, in theory held

a thousand cash to represent the tael or dollar, but herein also

came the effects of the law of supply and demand and the actual

metal value of the cash; for as the demand for cash increased or

diminished in relation to the standard unit or as the value of the

metal increased or diminished, the number of cash in a string

increased or diminished. A string of cash, according to supply

and demand or the value of the metal, might contain as low as

six hundred or less cash or it might contain twelve hundred or

more cash. Demand, supply, the value of metal, official pilfering

or squeeze—any one or all of half a dozen factors entered into the

matter. But the point is that most of the small purchases in

China and even in the treaty ports and Hongkong were made in

cash. The cash varied in value in relation to the tael or dollar;

it varied in relation to the ten and twenty cent pieces; it varied

on account of its own metal value. It varied in value in all these

respects with each unit as each unit varied with each other unit

and it varied in each and all these respects in all the various ports

and markets of the country. “For ways that are dark and tricks

that are vain” the Chinese cash is peculiar.

In time, too, the mints in China turned to the profitable

business of coining copper cents. Originally these were issued with

the idea of supplanting the cash to some extent and especially to

fit into the new dollar system with one hundred to the dollar

and twenty and ten to the twenty cent and ten cent pieces

respectively. For a time the coins were found so convenient

that they passed at par, even above par at times. Then they

commenced to vary with the value of the twenty and ten cent

pieces in relation to the dollar, and later in relation to these coins

themselves as well as to the dollar. There was enormous profit

to the government, or provincial and mint officials, for a time,

with the inevitable result that the business was overdone. Too

many cents were coined, and their value fell almost to the metal

value point. When the value of copper rose at the beginning of

the Great War in relation to the price of silver, these coins were
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melted up by the hundreds of millions, and soon there was a short-

age, which the high price of copper continued for some time.

Then came another supply with the usual ups and downs in value,

and so the use of copper and brass has continued with constantly

shifting values in response to supply and demand, the ever-present

principle of money as a commodity.

Origin of Paper Money

It might be thought that paper money is the last of China’s

monetary ills. In fact, it was among its first. Paper money
was first issued in China about 806 A.D., when there was such a

shortage of metallic money in the country that the government

issued certificates of deposit, which soon came to be passed from

hand to hand as currency. This paper money, because of its

convenience, became so popular in the course of a few decades

that the government became alarmed lest metallic money lose its

value; so paper money was suppressed. Under the Sung dynasty

in 960 a. d. certificates of deposit again were issued and used as

money, and later such currency was issued on the basis of frac-

tional reserves. But all these issues were comparatively small.

In the struggle against the Tartars in the eleventh century, how-

ever, came the first issue of notes without adequate security, the

first currency inflation for revenue, with the usual result of the

collapse of the system, bankruptcy and distress. Since then,

during all the centuries, there have been the ups and downs of all

varieties of inflation, fiat issues and a recurrence to sound money

—a swing to paper often in well-defined cycles and then back to

basic silver and gold. Gold has seldom been used as currency

in China because of its comparative scarcity and also because of

its too great value for ordinary Chinese uses.

To get back to notes. In comparatively recent times most

paper money used in China has been issued by the British and

other foreign banks in Hongkong and the treaty ports. It has been

based upon deposits of metal reserves and usually secured further

by holdings of standard foreign securities. It has been sound

money. With the advent of the republican regime at Peking,

however, has come an epidemic of paper money issues put forth

by the government itself, by provincial governments, by Chinese

banks and by a combination of these authorities. The paper

money issued by the foreign banks in Hongkong and the Chinese

treaty ports has maintained a stable value of the silver dollar
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in each port, though usually not as between ports. Yet in these

foreign bank-note issues has crept the same old principle of money
as a commodity.

Paper Money at a Premium

At places in the interior these notes often circulate at a dis-

count as compared with the silver they call for, since they repre-

sent silver in the port where they were issued rather than at

points in the interior. During the war, however, and especially

since the beginning of the widespread banditry and piracy due to

chaotic conditions in the interior of China, these notes usually

have circulated at a premium in view of their convenience in the

transfer of large accounts as compared with the danger and incon-

venience of the transport of large amounts of silver from place

to place.

In Hongkong during the war a strange situation developed.

The colony, in line with the mother country and most other coun-

tries, protected its metallic reserves and its monetary system gen-

erally by prohibiting the export of silver. There was such a strong

demand for Hongkong paper money in the interior for the pay-

ment for Chinese products of all sorts then so eagerly demanded

by the rest of the world that the Hongkong paper money not

only went to a large premium in the interior of China compared

with silver dollars, although such dollars were payable only in

Hongkong and must be kept there, but even went to a large

premium in the colony itself, and we had the curious fact that a

promise of a Hongkong bank to pay a silver dollar on demand was

worth as high as 20 per cent more than the dollar it promised to

pay.

As to Chinese paper money, there is little to be said. Some
of it, issued against adequate reserves, has preserved its value for

considerable periods. But almost invariably there has been infla-

tion for revenue, especially in issues put out by the various mili-

tary dictators, with the resultant depreciation and all the misery

and distress such money carries in its train. Nevertheless, in all

this kaleidoscopic change, the Chinese usually regard the silver

tael or dollar as the real standard unit, and transactions in paper

currency, including the payment of debts, when made in paper

currency, are usually made with due reference to the actual value

of the currency in the silver standard. In other words, repudia-

tion has seldom been a factor in the situation. Not even Chang



Tso Lin’s ukase and the beheading of brokers has changed this

innate determination of the Chinese public generally to regard

silver as the real unit of value.

World’s History in Miniature

The history of the financial and monetary world lies in China’s

monetary experience. Money was first used in China as early

as the times of T’ai Hao in 2953-2839 b. c.—some 4900 years ago.

Chinese money has embraced nearly the whole of the gamut of

human monetary ideas—gold and silver, pearls and precious

stones, iron, copper, cowrie shells and tortoise shell, paper and

commodities. About the time of the birth of Christ there were

in use in China twenty-eight different kinds of money—gold, silver

of two qualities, four grades of tortoise shell, five grades of cowrie

shells, ten grades of iron and other bell-shaped money, and six

grades of copper. In one period there is said to have been a sys-

tem of token money in which coins were issued in the shape of

articles whose value they represented. A coin in the rough shape

of a pair of Chinese trousers was issued to represent the value of

trousers, a coin representing a shirt passed for a shirt, coins repre-

senting farming implements passed for the respective articles, and

so on. Iron money was so generally in use once that it became so

burdensome that a system of paper money followed. In a. d. 220

an imperial decree abolished metallic money and substituted

measures of grain and rolls of silk as the monetary standard.

Prof. Irving Fisher isn’t so new in his ideas after all. Coming
down to these later days we have the shifty native government

paper money which the military dictators are attempting to use

as the unsteady base of an inverted pyramid of gold
,
silver, copper

and brass, each shifting in value in relation to the money of the

rest of the world in its relations with every other unit in the pyra-

mid and with the whole. It is no wonder that foreigners have so

long insisted upon a reform of the system. Prof. Jeremiah Jenks,

then of Cornell, made a study of the system with a view of a plan

of reform back in 1904, and published a masterly report. Dr.

Vissering of the Netherlands Bank made a similar study just

before the World War and issued two large volumes of another

masterly report. Nor is the present system due to a lack of

astuteness among the Chinese themselves. Plenty of brains have

been given to the subject, though it is doubtful if any of the for-

eign experts have realized the fundamental need of the Chinese
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people in the way of small currency, for upon that rock have the

ships of monetary reform usually been wrecked. The Chinese

realize their needs in that line more perfectly than any experts.

Perhaps that is the reason they bear with the system as it is.

After all, the mass of common people do business with each other

upon a basis of barter represented by small brass or silver money
current at the time. The money changers and money middle

men, the government and its satellites, grow fat, but in the

philosophy of Chinese experience they would grow fat anyway;

so why worry about the method ?
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